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NSTRUCTIONS

EDITORS COMMENT
As I expected, I have had one or two complaints ( oinemins;

the DECEMBER 1990 issue of CDU. In all cases the problem

was the ™e, why so many programs for the CI JH and only

1 for the C 64. What a lot of you seem to forget is that CDU is

NOT just devoted to the C64. True, in the main most of the

content and programs are C64 orientated (This is because we

obviously get more submissions from C64 users), however,

what you MUST remember is that CDU is for both CI 28 and

C64 users. I have a responsibility to ALL readers/users be they

C1 28 or C64. Therefore, from time to time I have to cater for

all the CI 28 people (who normally don't gel a look in).

Likewise, thai responsibility is also romerneri with (AMIS

players as well as SERIOUS users. So, once again, every time

I include a CAME on the disk I get phone calls and letters of

complaint, lust like the old saying goes;

YOU CAN PLEASE SOME OF THE PEOPLE ALL OF

THE TIME

YOU CAN PLEASE ALL OF THE PEOPLE SOME OF

THE TIME

BUT YOU CANNOT PLEASE ALL OF THE PEOPLE

ALL OF THE TIME

lust because you get ONE issue which doesn't happen to

appeal to you personally, doesn't mean you have to canci

your subscription. At least, I don't think it does. Anyway

folks! I have said my peace, I will leave it up to your own

judgement as to whether you think CDU is value for money

or not. I personally think it is. (So do some 30,000 other

people)

DISK INSTRUCTIONS
Although we do everything possible to ensure that CDU

is compatible with all C64 and CI IB computers, one point

we must make clear is this. The use of 'Fast Loaders',

'Cartridges' or alternative operating systems such as

'Dolphin DOS', may not guarantee that your disk will

function properly. If you experience problems and you

have one of the above, then we suggest you disable them

and use the computer under normal, standard conditions.

Getting the programs up and running should not present

you with any difficulties, simply put your disk in the drive

and enter the command.

LOAD'' MENU",8,1

HOW TO COPY CDU FILES

You are well ome I" make as many <n yin.il' own i opies oi

CDU programs as you want, as long as you do not pass

them an to other people, or worse, sell them (or profit. For

people who want to make legitimate copies, we have

provided a very simple mat lime rink' file ropier. To use it,

simply select the item FILE COPIER from the main menu.

Instructions are presenled on screen.

DISK FAILURE

If for any reason the disk with your copy of CDU will not

work on your system then please carefully re-read the

Within eight weeks o( publication date disks a

replaced free.

After eight weeks a replacement disk can be supplied

from INTERCEPTOR CROUP for a service charge of

£1.00, Return the faulty disk with a cheque or postal

order made out to INTERCEPTOR GROUP and clearly

state the issue of CDU that you require. No

documentation will be supplied. Please use appropriate

lurkamni: i
ardluiard -tilierier ,n leasi. when returning

-—line, only the disk

Once the disk menu has loaded you will be able to start

any of the programs simply be selecting the desired one

-issible for some orograms to alter the

)t be able to LOAD
from the list. It is possible for

computers memory so that you wil

programs from the 'ectly

machine. We therefore suggest that you turn your cor

off and then on again, before loading each program.



ON THE DISK

THE CRANMORE DIAMOND AFFAIR
SIe.nl the diamond in 1 hours TONV ROME

Your hotel room was ideally suited to the audacious
scheme lhal vou had dreamed up. Across (he street

stood CRANMORE building where the famous
CRANMORE DIAMOND was being exhibited.

Vou reflected how your present circumstances had
forced you to consider stealing the precious gem, but
lli.it | ,. the ,,

n with a few shops, a hotel and
a police station. You certainly had no intention of

ending up there. You glanced at the lime, it was almost
5.00 pm, and the last day of the exhibition. You had
about 9 hours to execute your daring plan. After thai,

the diamond would no longer be accessible.

Yoo stared vaguely out of the hotel window, below
street lamps everywhere glowed brightly in the evening
dusk. One sip of Brandy you thought to calm your
jangling nerves, and then it was time to begin

deduction. Throughout the adventure you give yout
commands in the usual way. For example, Take the Papet

TAKE/GET - To acquire an object

DROP To discard an object

N/5/E/W - To move around the adventure

LOOK - To view your current location

1 1 \ l/HI >RD5 - To follow the adventure in text only

PICT - To follow the adventure with graphics also

LIST/INV - To display you belongings

SAVE - To save current position in the game
LOAD - To reload a previously saved position

TIME - To restart the real lime display throughout the

game
'X' - To cancel the real time display

You may also be able to converse with certain people.

Fur example; 'Ask waiter aboul the drink' Etc. A feature

of the game is the ability to make Fairly complex
i ommanrls like: lake the watch and ihmw it, A word of

waring. Look out tor the thief!! Good luck on your

POWER COMPACTOR
A useful routine for those long programs MARTIN PIPER

One of the bin^c-l |ir i.lili-ni-. many progr;

these days, and days gone by, is 1h.il their mastcrpiee et

are jusl too big for the computer's memory. As programs
get more and more sophisticated, users are demanding
more and more options from them. This in turn prm ides

the programmer wilh the Catch-JJ sitoalion of wanting
to provide, but not enough memory space. This is were
POWER COMPACTOR comes to the rescue.

WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
This is a nire. short and sweel program lhal enables you
to pack files into one file lhal will, upon loading,
decompacl it and RUN it. Once loaded you are
presented wilh the file entry screen. On this screen you
are asked lo insert the disk wilh the files you want to

pack, then you press RETURN. The drive will then load
in the directory. You then SCAN the files you want with

the CURSOR UP/DOWN keys and press RETURN on the

files you require. On your last choice press RETURN on
the white QUIT bar to edit your choices (in case you
made a mistake in entering the files).

Ailor Ilia! vou enler the j.t,irl .iddn."* lo KI..N the program.

This is the SYS call for the machine code lo run il. The
firive will then uhiir awav p,n kini; all the tiles into one,

,iuer this is Mnished it will ask vou fin a file \uvne to SAVE
and ask for the correct disk vou wish lo SAVE lo. After the

program is saved the packer will RESET. The usual

overhead is two disk blocks but this is made up as the file

will take a shorter lime to load in.

NOT FOOLPROOF

Please note that this program is mil fool proof as if the

end of one file overwrites Ihe start of another file, the

packed file will gel corrupted. Tin esample; Il a piece of

GRAPHICS loads in at 10800 and lasts for 9 disk Hocks
(that is, it ends at SHOO) and a MUSIC tile is packed and

that one starts at SI000, then problems are found as the

GRAPHICS will overwrite the MUSIC. There is also a

mavrnum ,ize lhal r an he < nmpacled. This i
1- U iK which

should be big enough (or most needs. Also note, the

of the DIRECTORY should be ZK.



FEATURE-

THEM'S KEYBOARD
Look after your keyboard BONES

We present an in depth look at the keyboard of the C64

and explore some of it's possibilities, including care and
SCANNING THE KEYS

of the ually si .triiied. the

The Commodore 64 has km equipped with a very

reliable keyboard which comprise* of 66 keys. The keys

can be removed .(uile easily simply by inserting a flat

object. su< h ,i,,i small -t icHiliiMi. Iii-ni'.ith il« ki a- and' -. _:V ,-. „ ..HI ,11.-.. .,.,.,,,.,11
gently easing it off. Once off you will discover a smal

coiled spring thai i- lot ated underra ath which helps t<

somewhat las «as) to rem

Faulty or damaged keys can be replaced quite easily, and

the lop of the conipulei bousing i leaned. Whilst

cleaning Ihe keypads themselves be careful when using

certain types of cleaning agents, ihey can easily remove

the white paint of the graphic symbols- I speak from

annoying experience.

INTERRUPTS AND THE KEYBOARD

During an interrupt phase (which occurs every 50th of a

second) the keyboard is scanned and any keypress which

may be occurring is updated to the keyboatd buffer. The

keyboard buffer is an area of memory allocated to hold

the ASCII code of up lo ten consecutive key presses.

When an interrupt occurs ihebilO processor finishes

doling with n's current instruction, and then saves

several important values after which it jumps lo the top of

nu'iimp. .il idiH" St 1 1 1 In tn-l if the interrupt has been

:i
1

1
" i. ,i

i i
will then jumptothe

address wti d Is stored n memory locations s.114/315

i-iilt/-|;'.n. i ins is normally set to SEA31 in the usual

form, High/Low byte. As i! is situated within RAM this

address can be changed lo point to user routines - such

as 'split-screens', multiple sprites', 'spec ial effect and

sounds' or whatever. The user routine will usually end

with a jump to SEA31 and the processor will continue

with its normal interrupt sequence.

The system clock is updated, the run/stop status is saved,

then screen and tape handling (i.e. Cursor flash - switch

off cassette motor unless a flag is set lo sav otherwise!,

finally it calls the ShMxL't routine at IFF9F. This address

jump table, which redi

Only b-. x. ..

keyboard is hard-wired to form an 8x8 matrix, or grid.

When a key is depressed ihis will short a < oordinate

upon the grid giving il a value of zero. Two bytes are

used lo bold Ibei oordinate values. Eighl columns are

held at memory location SDCOd l.">632ul. and eighl rows

use SI Hill (ih'lJli. (You may recogni/e these as the

two ports for (nystii k.T.iddlcs.t Heme a loi.il of 8x8 = b4

locations tor the M keys. The character positions within

(he 8x8 matrix can be examined if you reler to TABtE 1

.

The two keys which are nol read in this manner are the

RESTORE key and the SHIFT/LOCK key, these are

handled separately.

PROCESSING THE SCAN

The columns $DCOfJ (56120) are sel for output and the

rows SDCllI (56l21iare sel lor Input. A loop ill eight

iterations is initiated, and within each iteration SOC01

(S632IMrows) is rotated ihtoiigh each m il' s eighl 'bits'. If

the bit is set (= I ) then a key in thai row has been

depressed, otherwise the bit is reset i= ill. The routine

will now check to see if the key is either SHIFT, C=. or

CTRL. If It is then the regisler which stores this

information (SHFLAG SJMD ifo tn is updated. (Note:

These <;m be detected and use-lull v exploited by using

PEEKI653). 1 = SHIFT key, Z = C= key [COMMODORE!,
1 =CTKI key. These values aiiil together it more than

one key is simultaneously depressed, e.g. SHIFT/CTRL =

5, C=/SHlFT = 3,etc).

If any other key is pressed the value of the counler (0 at

slarl and incremented upon each test), is slored inlo

Register SFDX SC8 (203).

After each row is processed the nest column iteration is

performed until all 64 keys have been examined.

piogiai < ki i,v, i, tailing al$EAB7.

KEY TABLES

When the keypresses are converted into ASCII, the 64

has tour tables set up in ROM. These are: (A) Unshiftecl

character)., tBl Shifted i haraclors, (C) C=
.( ommodorei/kevs. and Irt i t."i KI /keys. I he tables are

located, rcspeclivelv, from JEB81, SERC2, SEC03, and

SEC7B. Each table is 64 bvles long arid uses the value oi

the counter, Slored in register I.STX SC5 i 1 471 Hi point lo

the appropriate ASCII value contained wilhm the torrent

table in use. The final, or 64th location in each table is

set to $FF (2551 to denote that no key has been pressed



-FEATURE

(remember, the counter starts a zero, s

take the cnunler In hi. ii no key has been pressed then

the final value of the counter will be 64).

PROGRAM 2 illustrates the way in which the Columns
and the Rows ini'Ttiii with e.u h olher. At this slage there

is no distinction between shifted/C=./unshifted/CTRL keys.

CLOSING STAGES OF THE
INTERRUPT

aluated, with w
taken, \i. ilii.

program jumps tu ,i new location I" conclude the

keys. .in. however, it uses a vector, KEYLOG J28F/SJW
(655/6561, from which to obtain the address to jump to.

It is at this point where we are able to 'wedge' in a user

routine In intercept the kevs to implement messages or

whatever. See PROGRAM 3 for an example of this

method.

Finally, L5TX SC5 (197) copies the value in SFDX SCB
(203), LSTSHF S28E (654) copies SHFLAti 52RD (65.1),

andthekevhnard huiler is updated. SDCOO is set to it's

default value of S7f (127), and the routine terminates

with the recovery or the values whit h it saved ,il Ihe start

then a return from the interrupt, and the i. on tin nation ol

whatever it was doing before the iu1eiru|i1 occurred.

LOCATING KEYS

A useful method roi 1,e, !:.'_
, kr\

|
in-.- ,'- :,| is ~-d in

I
Vie

which store the counter number or the most recent

keypress. This is stored at memory locations SC5 (1 97),

AND SCB 1203).

During 'keyscan' routine, and if a key has been struck,

then an identifying number is placed into location SCB
(203). The previous keypress is stored in $C5 (197).

Comparing these two locations will show if a new key

has been struck.

Using the method of accessing either $C5 (1 97) or SCB
'20.5) does nol lake into account shifted characters-, only

the physical key. The default value is 64 which is

representative of no key being struck.

If you only require the physical key and are not

concerned with shifted kevs then memory location $C5
(197) can be used. PROGRAM 1 illustrates a method ol

accessing SC5 (197). Remember to use the values

outline in TABLE 2 and not ASCII. It you do need to

distinguish between sli ill cd/unshi fled keys then check
ID7 (2151 lor the ASCII value of ihe last key pressed.

Once again SHIFT/C=/CTRL can be delected separately

from the content oi"S28D(653).

and RUN/STOP RESTORE
2) POKE 808,237: POKE 809,246 -Re-enables
i r-u-. leaves the svsieru i :m I w ink hie.. Hi »s m ii arid

:

tape operations, and 1 1ST will v, oil. unite normally)

METHOD B

1) POKE 808,234 - Disables RUN/STOP and

RUN/STOP RESTORE
2) POKE 808,237 - Re-enables
I This met hod will m nimble I

lie LIST .mil may have affix Is

on tape loading. Okay if you are not doing any tape

METHOD C
1) POKE 788,52 - Disables RUN/STOP
2) POKE78B,49 - Re-enables

(This is okay - it doesn't disable RESTORE but will, during

lape operations, re-el everything back to normal)

METHOD D
1) POKE 792,193 - Disables RUN/STOP RESTORE only

2) POKE 792,71 - Re-enables

REPEAT KEYS

Location RPTFLG S2SA (650) is the byte which controls

which keys will repeal if a key is held down. To modify

this function use:

POKE 650,65 - Turns off all key repeats

POKE (.50,1 28 - Turns on all key repeats

POKE 650,0 - Turns on Spacebar and Cursor controls

PROGRAM 1

This small program uses memory loiation SC5 (197) tc

lest if either function key F1 or F3 has been struck to

ever tile colour i haiiges in si. leen/border.

10 KP=PEEK(197) ;SET A VARIABLE, KP, EQUAl TO
1 5 : ;THE CURRENT VAIUE HELD IN
16: LOCATION 197 ($C5)

20 IF KP=64 THEN 10 ;NO KEY HAS BEEN PRESSED
25 : ;lOOP UNTIL PRESSED
30 IF KP=4 THEN BC=BC+1 ;KEV F1 = 4 (SEE TABLE 2)

40IFBC=16THENBC=0 ;KEEPS BC BETWEEN AND

POKE 53280.BC
POKE 53281.SC
GOTO 1

;UPDATE BORDER COLOUR
;UPDATE SCREEN COLOUR
;lOOP BACK TO DO SOME
MORE

DISABLING RUN/STOP AND
RUN/STOP RESTORE

PROGRAM 2

This program den mnsl rales I lie way in which ihe

columns (SDCOOI and the rows (SDC01) interact w
each other during fhe Keyscan routine.



FEATURE-

10FORX=OTO 17: READ D ;POKE ML ROUTINE

TO SPARE
1 5 POKE 491 52+X.D:NEXT ;RAM FROM 491 52

(SOW))
20 POKE 788,52 ;DISABLE STOP KEY

30 INPUT "(SDCOI I COLUMN NO;";C ;TEST A
COLUMN (TABLED
40POKE49153.C ;POKES IN COLUMN VALUE

50 SYS 49152 ;CALLS ML ROUTINE
60 GOTO 50 ;RUN/STOP RESTORE TO STOP

70 DATA 169,0,1 41 .0,220,174,1 ,220

80 DATA 169.0, 12,205,189,1 69,1 3,76

90 DATA 210,255

170

ThL' Bas ,l .Utrmeiils i> ., "il-'Jil ir mbler

C000 LDA #0 ;THE BASIC INPUT WILL FILL SC001

WITH COLUMN
C002 STA$DC00;VALUE 127,191 ETC AND STORE IT

AT SDC00
C005 LDX SDC01 ;GET THE ROW VALUE FROM
SDC01 -255=NOKEY
C008 LDA #0 ;FILL ACCUMULATOR WITH NULL BYTE

ANDIUMPTO
C0OA |SR SBDCD ;THE ROM ROUTINE WHICH WILL

I'HIM VALUE OF X

COOP LDA#I3 OUTVALUE FOR CARRIAGE RETURN

TO ACCUMULATOR
C0OF (MP $FFD2 ;AND EXFCl.'TE RETURN FROM
KERNAL ROUTINE CHROUT

PROGRAM 3

Basic Keyword Printer... This example program brings

together J method lo output to the screen lull bosir

keywnrds, using only (.ingle key inputs. See TABLE 3 lor

a list of the keywords and their Key assignments.

10 *=$CO0O
12 ; EQUATES
20 VEC=S28F ;$28F/290 ARE THE HI/LO BYTES

FROM WHERE
25 ;THE FINAL PART OF 'SKNKY' ROUTINE

GETS ITS START ADDRESS
30 KEYSCAN=SEB48 ;THE FINAL PART OF

'SKNKY' START ADDRESS
40 BASK Wim=SAO'H rSTART ADDRE55 OF

BASIC KEYWORD TABLES

50 CHROUT=SFFD2 ;KERNAL ROM ROUTINE

TO OUTPUT A CHARACTER
55 ;IN THIS CASE, PRINT CHAR ONTO THE

SCREEN
60 SED\-S(TS;l'MtVIOUS KEY PRESS

70 LST\=SC-, :LAI LSI KEY PRESS

BO SHFLAC=S2HD;BYTE TO TEST FOR
SHIFT/C=/CTRL KEYS

120 SETUP
130 LDA #<GETWORD ;PUT THE HI/LO BYTES OF

GETWORD IN

1 40 STA VEC ;TO VECTOR TO REDIRECT

SKNKY TO
ISO LDA #>CETWORD ;OUR WEDGE. SETUP

WOULD BE CALLED
160 STA VEC+1;FROM BASIC WITH <SYS 491 S2>

RTS
GETWORD

200 LDA SHFLAG ;TEST THE LAST CONFIG OF
SHFLAG TO

210 CMP #4;DETECT IF THE CTRL KEY IS PRESSED

220 BNE EXIT ;IF NOT THEN EXIT BACK TO
SKNKEY

230 LDYSFDX ;ELSE LOAD THE Y INDEX WITH

SFDXTO
240 CPY#64 ;TEST FOR KEYPRESS.

->i0 BEQEXIT ;NO KEYPRESS SO EXIT TO SKNKY

281) ;IF A KFY HAS BFEN PRESSED, TEST IT AGAINST

THE PREVIOUS
290 KEYPRESS AND IF IT 15 THE SAME KEY THEN EXIT

5KNKY. THIS
1011 rSTOPS THE KEYWORD FROM REPETITION IF THE

KEY IS HELD
3 1 ;OVERLY LONG, HOWEVER, IF IT IS A NEW KEY

THEN STORE IT

320 ;IN LSTX. SET THE X INDEX TO ZERO READY TO
TEST EACH KEY
l 111 ;VV()KD TO FIND THE LAST CHARACTER. THE Y

INDEX WILL BE

340 ;USFD TO COUNT OFF EACH KEYWORD FROM
THE TABLE
360 CPY LSTX

370 BEQ EXIT

380 STY LSTX

390 INY

400 LDX #0

430 ;AFTER THE ASCII CODE FOR THE CHARACTER

HAS BEEN
440 ;TRANSFEKRED FROM MEMORY TO THE A REG

THE ROUTINE TESTS

450 ;THE 8TH BIT OF THE BYTE. IF THIS IS SET (=1)

THEN THE
460 ;END OF THE KEYWORD HAS BEEN REACHED.

DECREMENT Y INDEX.

470 ;WHEN Y REACHES ZERO THEN THE X INDEX

POINTS TO THE LAST

480 CHARACTER OF THE BASIC WORD SELECTED.

490;
500 LOOP1

560

BNE LOOP1

590 ;THIS SECTION OF THE CODE WILL TEST THE

8TH BIT OF EACH
600 ;BYTE TO FIND THE LAST CHARACTER OF THE

BASIC WORD. IF IT

610 ;IS THEN THE BIT WILL BE SET 50 BRANCH TO

LASTCHAR
630 ;ELSE PRINT CHAR TO SCREEN USING ROM
ROUTINE CHROUT, THEN
640 ;LOOP TO GET NEXT CHARACTER BYTE.

660 LOOr"2
670 LDA BASICWRD,X
680 BMI LASTCHAR

|SR CHROUT

710
(I*.

BNE LOOP2 ;X WILL NEVER REACH ZERO.



FEATURE

720 ;50 ALWAYS BRANCHES.
750 ;ONCE WE HAVE THE LAST CHARACTER WE
MUST AND IT WITH 127
760 ;TO TURN OFF THE 8TH BIT THEN OUTPUT THE
CHARACTER TO THE
770 ;SCREEN AND EXIT TO SKNKY ROUTINE.
710 LASTCHAR
800 AND #$7F
B10 JSRCHROUT
820 EXIT

830 IMP KEYSCAN
850 END

is the- >r thos

100 DATA 169,11,141,143,2,1(19,192,141

110 DATA 144,2,96,173,141,2,201,2

120 DATA 208,41. 164,20:1,192,64,240,35

130 DATA 196,1 97,240.31, 1 !12,1 97,200,162
140 DATA 0,232. 1119,1 56. 160, 16,250,1 36
150 DATA 208,247,232,189,156,160,48,6

160 DATA 32,210,255,232, 2011,245,41 ,127

170 DATA 32,210,255,76,72,235
180 FOR X=0TO61;READ D: POKE 491 52+X,D: NEXT

To activate KEYPRINT use SYS 491 52
To exit KEYPRINT hold down RUN/STOP and strike

RESTORE

(TABLES 1,2 and 3 are bottom right and over the page I.

TABLE 4 - SCREEN LOCATIONS

STKEY S91 (145) RUN/STOP key
LSTX $C5 (197) Latest Key press

-

NDX SC6 (1981 Number of characters in keyboard

RVS $C7 (199) Reverse flag

SFDX $C6 (2031 Previous key pressed
BLNSWtCC (204) Cursor blink enabled
BLNCT $CD (205) Timer countdown to toggle cursor

GDBLN$CE (206) Character under cursor

BLNONSCF (207) Cursor blink flag (Oorl)

CRSW SD0 (208) Flaftiinput from screen or keyboard
(3or0)

PNTR $D3 (211) Cursor column on current line

TBLX $D6 (214) Cursor row number
SD7 (215) ASCII value of key pressed

COLOR 286 (646) Current character colour code
(0to15)

HIBASE S-'llU (648) Top (if -( rn p,i«i; memory (usually

keys: 1 28 = all keys

KOUNT $288(651) Repeat delay (4-0: 12 repeats per

SHFLAC S28D(653) Shift/Commodore key/CTRL
register (1,2,4)

LSTSHF S28E (654) Previous tunfiftur.il ion of SHFLAC
MODE $291 (657) Commodore key/Shift mode switch
on/off (128 = off)

VECTOR POINTERS

KEYTAB $F5/$F6 (245/246) Kevboard table pointer

LXSP $C9/$CA (201/202) Cursor row/column
positional starl of input

PNT SD1/SD2 (209/210) Current screen line address

USER $F3/$F4 (243/244) Pnlrto current colour ram
address

KEYLOG $28F/$290 (655/656) Vector for implementing

KEYBOARD BUFFER

KEYD $277-5280 (631-640) Keyboard buffer

ROM ROUTINES

$E544 (58692) Clear screen

SE5AB (58792) Set VIC chip lo defaults

$E632 (58930) Input arrives here

SE8EA (59626) Scroll up one character row
$E981 (59777) Scroll down one character row
S.E')ff (S9903I Clear entire row (e.g. POKE 781,n:SYS

59903 62 where n is set equal to row number (0-24)

SEA31 (59953) Interrupt sequence starts here
SFFD2 (65490) Output a character to device (default

second)

DELAY $28C(652) Repeal c

before repeat

a«)

•r from the keyboard qoei

TABLE 1 - KEYBOARD DECODING GRID

/fltoe

SbCBi. . |?W

% f«7)

l&F Uf
,VI

tee If7 tfa ""
=

Ml % Q Cr v,...L z. * 1

£ / t ss :;. ; * t

ftf
' e - L p 1-

iff
N o K 1-1 J" [ 9

-* V u H 6 e G Y 7

z y. T F C 6 \> f? 5

%J i»i r E S z 4 A W 5
ifc

5
FS F3 Fp Tl *i *« '''.:'.
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TABLE 2 - KEYS AND THSIR EQUIVALENT VALUES STORED IN SCB (203) > JUS ,„/,.

pas

CTEL z
tssnas iwPJT»f

1
F*e COS

SrtLfT/WJCK

Polrftf

C, To RlJM

c

Sfil£ Cum

5
LET

E 5
census o?ew fcflTV)

OH

b &

1SToP

T
OEf

r
UlFQifl' TW2»J L "?*—

LoAb
Y

U
SYS

&
CowT To

->

Pft.NT)*-
1

H

5

LIST
X 3"

*

«1

CuasE spc(

K /
U-sR.

P
Tr*(

P
STtP -f-

/NOT t MexT

—
*
>

1

OR.

t
M*T

1

&ije/Htine

<
gfcS'Mt

FoR

END TABLE 3 - KEYS TO BASIC KEYWORD*
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PROGRAM

MULTITASKING
EXPANSIONS END THE SERIES

DAVID KELSEY

Last month we gave you the file necessary to
display all the ASSEMBLER files that we have been
discusinu. This month sees the series coming to and
end with the emphasis on EXPANSIONS to the
system

PRG TO PRG COMMUNICATIONS

This facility will be very useful. It allows data lo be
transferred between programs. The way to transfer

information would be via operating system routines
which you could then give information and a program
name. This information would then be stored in a lahle.

Another roulino could then be called it could interrogate

the operating system to see who called him, then pass
any messages back In tin.' t tiller. A use i'oi this would lie ,i

DISK control system. Another program could ihen send
information lo disk or receive information from disk via

Ihe application program rather than to provide a full

operating system extension. The operating system
providing ronlrol purely over the CIA chips.

The way I envisage this heing applied is by using a
fixed area within ;hu pane In either pi. ice messages or
receive data. When the routines are called, because they
will use Ihe applications zero page and page 1, there isn'l

a problem. These routines will have access lo a large

block of memory where the data and the application
name 10 whom Ihe information is destined. This table

created, a bit of free storage can be gol to add the new-
data block. There is a danger with memory being user!

when a program sends data to another and either that

program isn'l receiving the data because it isn't working
or the application is not loaded.

PRIORITY

For SI or another you may want a program to
gel mote CPU time than another. This means the program
will execute quicker than other programs. A simple
facilily to load programs with a priority is already
provided, but ihe facilily isn'l used. An algorithm is-

required within the routine lhat selected Ihe next
program to run. It would select the most likely program
lo run based on the priorities of all the programs ralher

lhan just selerl nexl one. It isn'l a viable solution to jusl

lei programs with higher priorities run longer because
this is noticeable. An experimenl lhat I did had 3 screen

locations maintained by different programs being
updated. Letting one program run for more time lhat the

others gave the picture of one program miming for 3

seconds the neM 2 ran for 1/2 a second each. This isn'l

what is required. The aim is lo have a program look as

though it is running fast while others around it run
slowly. In the above example wli.it should be seen is one
screen location should be changing rapidly while the

olhers also change bul at a slower rate (a similar situation

could be achieved lis writing i programs tli.it update ihe

screen, bul put delays inlo 2 of them).

INTERRUPTS

alion cannot use inlerrupls as Ihe operating
?s the system interrupts. It would be dangerous

o trap the sysli'm interrupts before passing control back
oper the

operating system ihinks thai any interrupt i;

and meant for him. What would be nice is 11 an
application can sel up his own vectors for IRQ and NMI.
This could be achieved by calling an operating system

routine to define vector addresses {obviously these
addressee will either have to be given when the program
is miii ami Ihe pi 1 n;r.i-ti iuih will ~..ivi 1.

1 w n|. . n,t .,«. here

his is really or at load lime when the addresses used,

work out at assembly lime, will have lo be relocated).

The only problem will be when an interrupt occurs, who
gets ihe interrupt. The operating system can simulale the

execution of a vector by (hanging where the next
executable instruction is found by altering the PC on the

stack when the interrupt is relumed. Once Ihe interrupt

code has been completed how do we gel the operating

system lo recognise this and so return lo the correct point

in the application! Maybe an extension to BRK
processing could do this (see later!. This still leaves Ihe
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5 the rupt. s thereproblem ... -.

different interrupts, mavhe durerenl interrupts r.in He

dedicated 10 diiierem applieaiions (ie if a certain type

interrupt occurs, then only one program will ever I

informed). There may be a way in queueing programs

gel the same inle;rrupt. Eg 2 programs want the san

interrupt, either they both receive it or the first pragrj

gets the first interrupt and the second program gets t

second interrupt.

80 COLUMN SUPPORT

As this is a screen, there are problems with several

applications using il- It m,iv be net cssarv In dedic.Ue

this device purely to one application. This could he

done by allowing the first caller to the routines to only

use the screen. If he ever stops running, il could free up

the screen for anolher application to use.

DOS
This would manage a

disk driy

c diner,-

>uld al

it the s;

a file w
i. Eg, one program writing

.mother program accesses anolher tile In be out putted to

the printer. This could run either as an application or be

(looeuitlnn the operating -sst.-m using operating system

routines. Vou would have to use IPC (Inter Program

Communications) to talk to the application version.

RESTORE KEY

you press restore to get control of the

operating system, the whole process slops. It would be
"

te with the operating syslem without

is stopping. The reason it stops -' •'

handy ro be able to trace a program to detect ei

if an 'application causes ihe operating syslem lo crash it

would be useful lo have in memory a i.ible lisling exaclly

what ihe operating system was doing belore it lell over. A

oiogram could he loaded .without Ihe operating syslem.

to s, an memory lor this table and display the miormalion

found there. These ideas would provide diagnostic loi

bolh applicalinns and Ihe operaling syslem. (miormalion

such as the registers should also be in the fable).

if the tnd p-<

uiierTUuted, and another program was run, berause Ihe

command processor routines are not in Ihe program list.

the command processor is never relumed to when the

system locates the nexl program to run. Obviously you

need some way of making sure I hat the routine returns

to the command processor while running other

BANK LOCATION

The operating system code by virtue of the way it was

designed must be below SJIHM) as the interrupl routines

set up by the system, set the memory t
onliguration to

St)l) which means all BASH.: ROMs are enabled. II would

be nice to have a system thai didn't rely on this and

could be placed anywhere in RAM, even RAM block 1.

TRACING AND DIAGNOSTICS

in application doesn't execute properly, it would he

EXTENSIONS TO BRK COMMAND

At present, BRK just terminates a program however il

could be used lo perform dilicrenl tun >s depending

in Ihe value of the Accumulator. An example ha. already

been given above. Another could be setting A=() and

issnim' MKK to lermin.iie a program. I >ther ideas (ould he

to provide special functions controlled by ihe operating

syslem rather than going through system routine calls.

IMPROVING THE RELOCATION
ROUTINE

The n

] the design of programs. I

?5 within the reloc

code so as' to allow programming features sui

address tables. To do this may require a sp

programming technique which is defined by exta

in the relocation routine.
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y be possible lo switch processors at interrupt

ilsc, thus allowing programs coded in Z80 10 be
as well. Bui ihis would require quite a bit of

PROGRAMMING

REMOVING DEPENDENCE ON
OLD OPERATING SYSTEM

The operating system still uses ihe original operating

system's LOAD and KEYBOARD routines. This should
not be the case and needs to be removed by coding
own serial and keyboard routines which could be
used by application programs.

OTHER IDEAS

arying the length of li

APPLICATIONS

ASSEMBLER
nbler could he designed to allow for

ions imposed earlier by Ihe operating

ri also provide easy ways lo access (he

item routines designed for use by

ADDING TASKS, LOADING OTHER
PROGRAMS

You may have eard the erm SUBTASK. Th S 15

operating syslen

runs independe
is like 2 progra

present 1 have n

useful feature w
other applicaliot

has with

tly of the

us within

o way of

uld be an

s into the s

lain

mplE
appl

Ihat

f ihe program. It

un together. Al

g this. Another
which can load

POST AND WAIT

Another concept within multitasking i

POST and WAIT. I shall explain this by example. There
are several programs running, and one issues a WAIT for

another program. The program then doesn't

until the program he is Wat"
program. Once the POST

I

program starts proces:

you have one prtigr;

complete a function before I

PRINTER CONTROL
1 have always h.iterl having to wait tor Ihe printer lo finish

before I can do any iurthei work on Ihe computer. What
would be nice is to tell Ihe print program to print

information off the disk while you can use another

application.

:, ,„,. „„ , nisi ,„, ih.,i fli iii
,

i|i ll>H|iii ii Yin Inn -HjjHB
5T has been dele. led. ihe „„em.,l BflBflSBWffliBiW T I "fflfllllil
iir again. The feature is useful n Wjil|MBMiliMiilfrll4lll|nil MilitfJiyiaLtM

, , .,„ wai, I,,, anolhe, ,„
I M|!|H].I' M

,
j.t 1 1 ItMj!ji

etoie he can process lh, , ^B^M^MBH^H



ON THE DISK-

ADVENTURE HELPLINE
More clues for The Astrodus Affair JASON FINCH

Welcome to the second pari of lhe ASTRODl
Adventure Helpline which will be running for another

few months, hopefully informing you of how the

excellent adventure, lhe ASTRODUS Affair, can be

successfully completed wilhoul you needing to hurl

large objects at your monitor and computer. Last month

I promised lo give you lhe resl of the location

descriptions and a taster of the vocabulary. So below is

exactly that, slarting with the location that we left off on

lasl month, number fifteen.

S EXITS: NORTH 20, (SOUTH 23)

this contains a few broken ci

A floor leads north.

LXII: NORTH 22

You're in .1 Ionian.", a

23
. Virtually empty compared U

i, and a rather hefty safe.

You're in a plain, comp;

to east. A small silver dis

EXITS: EAST 16, WEST 1

15 keyboard beside it, and a

r leading diredlv weJ door is open/closed.

j the floor. EXITS: (EAST 61, WEST 20

EXITS: NORTH 12, EAST 17, (50UTH 19), WEST 15

17
You're at the base of a steep metal stairwell leading i

the darkness above. Another exit leads west

EXITS: WEST 16, (UP 2)

18
Banks of lights and displays illuminate the walls oi this,

surprisingly dark control room, with the main console

totallvfilfing one wall. A rloor leads north.

EXIT: NORTH 14

19
You're at the top of a short flight of steps leading

downwards. An exit leads to the north.

EXITS: NORTH 16. DOWN 20

20
You're In cross-section B. Corridors branch off to the

a flight of stairs leads upward.

This is the main supplies room, although anything of

value has alreadv been pilktseil. A single door leads east.

EXIT: EAST 20

You find yourself in cargo bay 2. Damaged crates and

cargoes are strewn about the flour. Doors lead norih and

south, A transporter is siluated in one corner, but it is

damaged beyond repair.

VOCABULARY

Now that all the local ion information is out of the way we

ran move on to the vocabulary. It would he pointless my
simplv listing every noun and every verb ih.it lhe program

recognises -instead I
shall (over just a few of each. Some

oi the more unusual verbs are as follows: ACTIVATE.

CRAWL. DRAC. ELECTROCUTE, ENTICE, INPUT,

RECHARC.E, REPLACE, ROTATE, SWING AND SWITCH.

You should find that thai small list will help in a few of

the specialised siluations, as will lhe lollowing verbs:

ANTENNA, DRYGAKS, GENERAIOR KEYBOARD,
OVOID, SEALANT, SLOFT and VISIONISER. The

lollowing m.iv also prove useful: At IX. ZA7Q, XX2V and

53468279. But by far the largest problem with

adventures lies in how to phrase certain things to

produce the desired response. Below is another little list

of some of the most useful phrases that can be used in

certain rooms to your advantage. The room number is

given in brackets.

Rotate dial (1), Give food (31, Pull cabinet (9), Change

iiiM'VRcp.iir drive with fuses (10:, K.imine drawer 1141,

Give apple to lorlor (1 7), Type 53468279/Fire laser (23).

Naturally ihere are a great number of other phrases that

you must use. Next time I shall show you how to solve

a few of the easier problems in the adventure - like how

to gel started without the whole place shutting down. I

know from letters that I have received that the hole in

location IS has caused a number of problems. The

solution to that is rather complicated and will be

featured J bit later on. Until next month, have fun!
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ATTRIBUTE 3 will relate lo ICOVER]
ATTRIBUTE 4 will relate to [SIZE]

ATTRIBUTE 5 will relate to [|ARGON]
ATTRIBUTE 6 will relate to [SUB|ECT MATTER]

The ADVISOR now asks you 10 CREATE VALUES for each
ATTRIBUTE. At the prompi is pe in statements which
desuibe the besl. middle- ,irnl least best qualities of each
ATTRIBUTE. For our example file type the statements in

the square brackets.

type - BUY THE BOOK - AT All COSTS

IF YOU HAVE THESE!

2. £5
2. Medium size

ATTRIBUTE -COST
VALUE 1 will be IOVER £5]

VALUE 2 will be |£5]

VALUE3willbe|UNDER£5]

ATTRIBUTE. PRINTING
VALUE 1 will be [LARGE PRINT]
VALUE 2 will be [AVERAGE PRINT]
VALUE 3 will be [SMALL PRINT]

ATTRIBUTE - COVER
VALUE 1 will be [HARDBACK]
VALUE 2 will be [PAPERBACKI
VALUE 3 will be [UNIMPORTANT]

ATTRIBUTE - SIZE

VALUE 1 will be [LARGE BOOK]
VALUE 2 will be [AVERAGE BOOK]
VALUE 3 will be [SMALL BOOK]

ATTRIBUTE - IARGON
VALUE 1 will be ISMALl AMOUNTS]
VALUE 2 will be [LARGE AMOUNTS]
VALUE 3 will be [NOT PRESENT]

ATTRIBUTE - SUBJECT MATTER
VALUE 1 will be [NOT TECHNICAL]
VALUE 2 will be |NOT TOO TECHNICAL]
VALUE 3 will be [VERY TECHNICAL]

You will see (here aie three grades of VALUE for every
ATTRIBUTE, each could be desirable. The most
agreeable is put as the first VALUE, the second desirable

as the second VALUE and (he least agreeable as the third

VALUE. At this stage il tint's not matter w-heiher von have
the VALUES tor each ATTRIBUTE in the correct order -

later you will learn how to RANK Ihem lor your own use.

STATEMENTS OF DECISIONS

When this set of dala inputs have been completed press

SPACE to continue. You will now have to think up some
statements of decisions. Don't worry though, THE
ADVISOR will guide you through the process wifh little

difficulty using the existing data.

WHAT IF YOU HAVE ALL THESE!
1. Under £5

1. Hardback

type - CONSIDER BUYING THE BOOK

IF YOU HAVE THESE!

3. Over £5
3. Small print

3. Paperback
3. Could be lots

3. Very

type - IOOK FOR ANOTHER BOOK

These are the PRIMARY stalements ie. the first, middle

and final. Now you will require the SECONDARY
statements which fall benwen the others. What if

VALUES to BUY THE BOOK AT ALL COSTS and
CONSIDER BUYING THE BOOK are mixed? You would
type something like - BUY AS SECOND BEST. IF the

VALUCS tn CONSIDER BUYING THE BOOK and LOOK
FOR ANOTHER are mixed, you would type something

similar to - KEEP BOOK IN MIND. Having entered your

will be rerurned lo the menu.

VIEWING YOUR DATA

Type 2 to VIEW THE DATA and you will see the first set

of ATTRIBUTES and iheir VALUES. Pressing SPACE lets

you see the second set, (leads on to YOl iR DECISIONS
and back to the MENU).
You can correct any errors or change any data by

selecting 5 CHANGE THE DATA. Each aspect will be
presented and the tin is;r.un will wail for am < han^e In be

Now make sum through VII- Wing the dala. I hat you have
the VALUES placed in the order you wish. If not, THE
ADVISOR allows you lo make the necessary changes. For

good gtif-siwork this should be;

1 . FIRST PRIORITY STATEMENT
2. SECOND PRIORITY STATEMENT
3. LAST PRIORITY STATEMENT

As an example, let us look at the ATTRIBUTE - COST

Suppose you dei i tic-" ili.il a primary cost factor for book
purchase in UNDER £5 and that the last on your list

would be a book lor OVER £5. Selecl 4, RANK data and
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VOU can make the? clunks n„ essary. BEWARE. Ik-, ause

you have 10 go through ALL ATTRIBUTES and (heir

VALUES.

FOR ATTRIBUTE COST
1. UNDER £5

2. £5

3. OVER £5

WHICH WOULD YOU PUT FIRST!

AI the cursor 1'ollowinR the question mark typf

and press RETURN,

FOR ATTRIBUTE COST
1. UNDER £S

2. £5

i. OVER £5

WHICH WOULD VOU PUT SECOND!

At the cursor following the question mark typ

and press RETURN.

FOR ATTRIBUTE COST
1. UNDER £5

2. £5

3. OVER £3

WHICH WOULD YOU PUT THIRD!

BECAUSE:

COST IS UNDER £5

PRINTING IS UNKNOWN
COVER LS UNKNOWN
SIZE IS UNKNOWN
IARGON IS UNKNOWN
SUBJECT MATTER IS UNKNOWN

AI the cursor following the que

press RETURN.

rk type 1 and

Continue through the program making changes or

nfessm-t Kt ruRN until .i request to type SPACE returns

vou to the main menu. As when usini; oilier smlware it is

i-K-st to SAVE DATA as . i sequential tile before trying to

perform analysis of the data.

THE NEXT STEP

Press B for DISK DIRECTORY and you will see there is a

fil<. called "BOOKS". If you try to write to this, .^irruption

of other files could occur. Type 7 and the file will be

S( -KATCHed. il you are sure you want to do this

KLTI M-1N to the Ml Nl.i and select 3 to 5AVE THE DATA.

You are pven the current file name whir h , an he used ur

another substituted. — ALWAYS USE THIS METHOD

WHEN YOU SAVE DATA

—

Now you can select option 6 and ANALYSE DATA. You

will be shown a screen with the first ATTRIBUTE and its

VALUES.

'and the same comment will present itself. Only M

selection of SUBJECT MATTER VALUE will '"

offered,

BOOKS SAYS

BUY THE BOOK AT ALL COSTS
BECAUSE:

COST IS UNDER 15

PRINTING IS LARGE PRINT

COVER IS HARDBACK
SIZE IS LARGE BOOK
JARGON IS NON-EXISTENT
SUBIECT MATTER IS NOT TECHNICAL

odd" .
would be difficult to fir

purr liase which meet al

s there is a "WHAT IF?..

For example WHAT IE?..

COST IS OVER £5
PRINTING IS AVERAGE PRINT

COVER IS UNIMPORTANT
SIZE IS AVERAGE BOOK
JARGON IS NOT PRESENT

SUBIECT MATTER IS NOT TECHNICAL

The ADVISOR would say KEEP BOOK IN MIND.

Cons,an.ly changing your selection to ask THE ADVISOR

What iir will show whelher the de< '.sion to buy With

various sets of VALUEs would he sensible or not. When
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JOURNAL CHOICE SfiVS

TO TRV ANOTHER
BECAUSE :

PRICE IS OUER £1.06P
REUIEW SECTION IS PAIR

UTILITY SECTION IS FAIR
LISTING SECTION IS GOOD
FEATURE SECTION IS GOOD
GAMING SECTION IS FAIR

you reach [he desired decision or become tired

whole thing press (I .inil tin.' pruiiram will be erased

the computers memory. Only by re-loading con you

HOW IT WORKS

are nol being considered then a decision c.

be made. K .ill the lop ranked VALUES are

selected than a maximum score of 6 will bi

obtained. Equally should all low ranked att

between hi;;h and Inn- unkin.i

gives a tally of 1 2. Any score falling higher

the middle and lower than the maximum v.

produce ihe second decision, whilst ihose i

between the middle and lower produce a fi

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The author cannot completely envisage the full

polenlial (if ihe program because of its endless

possibilities. Perhaps there could be a transfer u\

information between program users so that all

ild benefit from Ihe work being done by other

EDITORS NOTE:- Those readers thai have in the pasr

putchased our sister magazine VOUR COMMODORE,
known now as YC, will no dnubt he aware of the

excellent REASONING ON THE C128 series that we
published some time ago covering this fascinating

subject of EXPERT SYSTEMS.

Super Combo
Super Price!

New Languages for your

C-64andC-128
SuperPascol -64 E39.95 SuperPastal-128 £39,95

SuperC-64 £39.95 SuperC-128 £39.95

Cobd64/128 £29.95 Fortran -64 £29.95

ADA- 44 £19.95 Forth-64 £1 2.95

LOGO- 64 £14.95 Pilot- 64 £1 4.95

vldsoEasic-64 £19.95 Posed -64 £14.95

Zoom Pascal - £9.95 Assembler/Monitor 64 £9.95

SrcCIALO*FERSu
l
*rC + SupBrPaxd(CS4ofC12B) £59.°;

Send SAE. forUcWtA

ADAMSOFT, 18 NORWICH AVENUE,
ROCHDALE, LANCS OL11 5JZ

Access/Viso orders Tel: 0706 524304

C64 AMIGA CI 28

)ftMl7
>£149.00 <

CM DISK 1IRIXK

PLIS FIVE HUE
DISKS

SPECIAL
VI/.IS

OFFER!

NEWIam GA iSOOSCREEVG m ^;'Z

"»;s ,:::';; ::;^EF''^;

"

|CM PRINTERS]
1
NIGH MOVIES

|

f £5.00 P&PEI40.00

(..M.S.

£33. «;"M~:i'~;';™
(IS1 w>

3246
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GALACTIC ENCOUNTE
Interplanetary war is the name of the game P. MAKEPEACE

Either a joystick in Port 2 or the

keyboard may be used at the same

time. Keys are redefinable (see Setup).

One player might choose to use the

joystick whilst the other uses the

keyboard, this would save joystick

swapping. Players must agree not to

wiggle joysticks or press keys during

the others players turn! The keys are

shown in brackets and are

redefinable.

le square forward

JOYSTICK KEYS ACTION
The game is set in some distant galaxy where two

squadrons of ships are doing battle on a 7 by 7 UP iSl

grid. The battle is played by two human opponents p™1"1
"j

1

and the object is, not surprisingly, for each player LEFT^ U

to completely wipe-nut the opponents ships.
F |RE |

A j

SPACE/RET

SCENARIO

Rotate ship anticlockwise

Rotate ship clockwise

Select or deselect ship under cursor

End turn or shoot with the destroyer if

(These cannot be redefined)

There are two classes of ship. The less powerful Fighters,

and the single destroyer. The fighter ships can move and

fire only forwards and require rotating to change

direction. Each player can have any number of these

ships. The destroyer can move and fire in any direction

(not diagonally' without having to rotate, this makes the

destroyer very manoeuvrable. In addition, the destroys

can shield up to live shots whereas the fighter can only

Plavers move their ships in rounds of up to nine moves

each. These moves van be used to move, rotate, or fire

Ships. After the nine moves, the round ends and the other

player lias their turn. This continues until either one of

the players destroys all the other players ships. During a

round, a player moving can end their turn at any time

(see keys below].

When a ship is shot, it explodes and torms a cloud of

ship debris. This cloud gets smaller and eventually

dispersed altogether. The cloud shrinks every two rounds.

Players ships cannot move through the debris but are

able to shoot through it. Another obstacle is the

blackhole which neither ships nor bullets can penetrate.

There is no danger of being sucked into a blackhole.

i. In spved ;'•-.' up. |ii.-" spat < <» i in-- mi the

joystick. To temporarily halt the message, press any other

key or joystick movement. The scroll speed can he

adjusted (see Setup below).

SELECTION

When a round starts, a pulsing cursor appears below the

first ship of the player moving. This cm then be moved

around with joystick/keys in [he desired direi lion. When

ihe cursor is positioned over a ship to be moved, press

Ihe select button (Fire or 'A'). The computer will issue an

appropriate 'ding' sound and the cursor will change to a

MOVEMENT

selected, the ship can be moved around as above.
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When (he player has finished moving, press the

button again and the cursor will revert to a square
the ship again.

FIRING

To fire, select the appropriate piece tu do the tiring anil

position it correctly. Press DOWN (NOT fire!!) or
SPC/RETURN if the destroyer is selected. After confirming
firing orders, press 1-9 lor the number of shots to be fired,

turns allowing. Following each shot, the result of the shot

(hit, miss etc) will be displayed in the STATUS REPORT.
AFter all the shots have been fired, the corresponding
number of moves (and ships) are deducted, play
continues as normal.

default one looks line on both colour and black and
white but you m.iy prefer otherwise. To add mystery, you

might change the blarkholes or players to the same
colour as the background thus rendering them invisible.

You might also try strategies with say one destroyer

versus several fighters, or two destroyers against each
other. On the disk there are several different tiles which

n try as well.

but thetell you much in the way of lai

big rule is to plan your move ahead,
something and run out of turns half way through. If you
deride to sacrifice a rlesl rover with 3 hits left, make sure

you hil more than 3 ships as it is much more
mauueuvcralilc i.nid useful! than .i lighter. Generally less

moves requires mure I nought ii determine vvhal the other

['layer is doing and act upon it. You may however, lind

one turn each a bi( slow, it's up (o you.

GAME SET-UP

This gives the players the opportunity to configure
i modify' almost every aspect of the game. To use this,

reply Y(es) or Fire nn the joystick, to the prompt at the

beginning of the game. A list will then appear showing
[he different things lli.il ran he modified including ,i

LOAD/SAVE/DEFAULT option. A black bar will appear
over the selected item, this can be moved up and down.
When you wish to modify something, press Fire, the bar
will change colour. Pressing LEFT or RIGHT will cycle
through the different options. When you have finished.

press Fire again and the bar will change to black again.

To leave SET-UP press SPACE/RETURN. To change the
scroll speed, press UP (faster) or DOWN (slower! to view
the different scroll speeds.

BOARD EDITING

Editing the board is done by selecting 'EDIT BOARD'.
This then displays the number of ships for each player.

The familiar pulsing square will appear which can be
moved around ,is normal. To delete something, position

the cursor over the piece and press Fire. To create one,

do the same. A blackhole will then appear and you can
cycle through the different pieces by moving LEFT or
RIGHT. You cannot have more than one destroyer! (the

computer will automatically omit this option when there

is one). When you are satisfied with the board, press

SPACE/RETURN which will return to the SET-UP menu.
To LOAD or SAVE a board and the rest of the
modifications, select 'LOAD SAVE DEF' and press "L" or

"S" when prompted ["N" cancels (his and returns to the
SET-UP menu). Then press 0-9 for the particular file. The
file will load or save over (he old one. After loading, all

the modifications will appear and the board will be
redrawn. To return to the original board, press "D"
(default) and allow a little wait ,is the variables are reset.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

For the more technical amongst you, we provide a

breakdown of the game concept, programming
techniques and some useful machine code information.

The entire program < omprises lour parts, the main BASIC
program, a MACHINE CODE section, a FONT and the

three SPRITES. On the disk is a file named "EXTRA
INFO" (which can be listed to screen or printer)

i out. lining all the information concerning the MACHINE
CODE. There is also some information about the main
variables used in the program and the main routines,

should you wish to investigate the program.

THE BASIC PROGRAM
This starts in memory at SU8QI (2049) which is the
normal pi ace ioi B \5IC programs. It or r upies UK up to

around $3300 (13056) which gives just over 1 K for

strings ami variables which is not very much. My upper
limit is SifiOO because of the font which occupies
J3800-(3FEO, hence I do not have that much memory
left. This forced me to transfer a lot of (he BASIC routines

to MACHINE CODE.
Initially rt her:

I st.irled writing I hi HASH'.' program, it was
almost entirely in BASIC, and it was appallingly slow.

and occupied almost all of the memory I had (this was
without the Set-up feature). Since then, I have optimised

many routines within BASIC and converted other

repetitive one into MACHINE CODE, such as the printing

ship and board routines. Speed and playabilily were
much improved.

SUGGESTIONS

When editing the board try different colou

THE MACHINE CODE
This starts in the usual SC000 position and extends right

up to $C5A0. In this space are all the routines which
were previously dune in BASIC and are now done lastc-i

than you can blink! The routines are accessed from

BASIC from a |UMP TABLE starting at SCOOO. I have
included on the disk an explanation ot each of the
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-Utilities I>p , _

to show a
urines

ndThis is a sh jrt Deno
i f ferent

To use the Ut .lilies- ffi rst:

LOftD""GE .MC UTILS", 8,

1

Then define the folio
within BASIC:

g uarii bles

AT=49152 :

FX=49161 :

RU=49178 :

SI

SC

=43155 -

=49164 :

=49173
SE
cs

=43158
=43167

This allows
rather than S

understand

.

fs
U
491Gl

re diffi
f 1

SVS FX
which
t to

1

Sound FX

I°Bftsfc
W
ga»e.

lake
be

a few simple
ncorporated .„, '

Renenber t
POKE 54296

3
i-15

on the wolu

SVS FX.Sou nd <B-3>

Sounds:
2
3 explos

3 b jllet/ni =,„. e1

(POKE 54276,128 lS " ?eded to f in> sh 2>

fT^XX „-^n

n be printed t

main one which ate not related

specifically to (he game such as

PRINT AT, MESSAGE SCROLLING,
PULSING SPRITE and some olhers

,ukirh you may like to use in your

BASIC programs. To see how to

hese, select ''UTILITIES DEMO"
the GALACTIC ENCOUNTER

$ memory from S7H0CI

is a "COMPUTER" type

contains Ihe board and

tlilKT..

s (he

rviosl characters remain o?

"COMPUTERISED", the

only major changes start after

I CHBS(l t)2-255) which are the ships,

I blackholes anil debris,

I The font in Ihe main game occupies

I S7B00-$7FE0 which is in VIC chip

bank 1 requir

I switching and moving ihe sv.

area. I was forced lo have the

n memory here because I ran

f memory when the font was at

| $38090. If you like the font, there is

| $3800. It is very easily used and

o bank switching. Simply

I lype;

I LOAD"GE.FONT$3oOO",H,l

I POKES6.56 (This moves the lop of

to $3800 so no strings

overwrite the font).

I POKE53272,31 (This points the VIC

I chip to look in the right place for

| the fonl).

THE SPRITES

I This is the smallest part starting at

I S034O and finishing at $03FF, just

I before the screen starts. Using the

or a reset button will destroy

spriles. The sprites are the

I blank square, bullet and crosshair in

I thai order and tan be accessed by

I POKEing 2040 with 13, 14 or 15

ning on the sprile and

>n these "

joy the game!!
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ing tips for all ALEX BLEWITT

In this article I will explain ivh.il MULTI-TASKING and
the INTERRUPT REQUESTS are on the CM. I have also

included on till- di-k a lew example programs which use

IRQ's lo create simple hut useful effects. This article is

aimed at programmer* who know a liltle machine code,

hut do not give up and turn the page if you know
nothing about machine- code: If you follow through the

examples given, you should he able to understand Ihem
and adapt litem to suit your own needs.

WHAT IS MULTI-TASKING?

Muhi-ljskinj; is u hen a ( omputer is simullaiiHoUsly

running two programs, ['his can lie quite useful in game-
Writing, as one program can he used to play the music
whilst the other can be used to display the graphics. But

where does this fit in with our trusty friend, the 64? Well,

the ( omj inter itself can nut run two prog: a in. at once, but

it can get reasonably close. The system has IRQ's

(Interrupt ReQuests) which stop all activity that is

running. arid pernam "Hi 'iisekeeping" i e.g. read the

keyboard, update the clock etc). You haven'l noticed this

before, bei .mse il due. it so last. In f.n.l. il does an IRQ
every 'JIFFY', or 1/50 th of a second to the less technical

WHERE IS THIS HOUSEKEEPING
CODE?

The code itself is in ROM. at address 59953 for SEA.il ).

In order to perform this Code, the computer has to know
where it lies in the ROM. You may wonder why I am
telling you this, as the code is in ROM and therefore

cannot be changed, nor added to. The answer lies in the
lad that the |UMP address is stored as a VECTOR address

in RAM (where it can lie charged]. This address is found
in locations 788 and 789 ($0,114 & 50115). 788 contains
the LOW BYTE ,.„ the address and "H<i contains the

HIGH BYTE. To find the actual address of the IRQ code,
use the following formula:

'PRINT fPEEKt788]+PEEK(789)"256)'

This will give an address of 59953 ($EA31>. We will need
to go to this address later, to go to at the end of our
routine. It this rs not done, the system will crash! So how
can you run two programs at once? The answer is: add
the second program lo the 'HOUSEKEEPING' code. This
program will then be executed every l/50th of a second.

SETTING UP INTERRUPTS

To set up an interrupt pn igrarn. we have lo change the

hnu.ekeeping add re. s \ aloe, of "Jifl and "ll'i to point to

the new program. I he follow in;; program is situated at

4'H T
,2 i.SCOOO) and sets the interrupts to 49184 ISC020).

The interrupt program iSOL'ii: onwards doesn't do
.invlhiug. hut il show, you how to .et Lip the interrupts

1 1. in;; a ma< liine i i ide program. iSee general selling up
program)

GENERAL SETTING UP PROGRAM

10 -=ScOOO ;STARTAT49152
20 SEI ;OISABl.ES THE
30 INTERRUPTS WHILST
40 ;SETTING UP
50 IDA #$20 ;LOW BYTE ADDRESS
60 STA S0314 ;5TORE IN IOCATION 788
70 IDA #$C0 ;HIGH BYTE ADDRESS
80 STA S0315 ;STORE IN IOCATION 789
90 Cll ;RESTORE INTERRUPTS
1 00 RTS ;AND GO BACK TO BASIC
110 -=$C020 INTERRUPT PROGRAM
120 ,'ADD CODE HERE....

190 |MP$EA31 ;LAST INSTRUCTION MUST
GOTO STANDARD HOUSEKffPING CODE

t| Basic demonstration programs, suffix .PRG Load these

like ordinary basic programs.

21 Machine code files.

!i) The source version thai will need to he assembled
with an assembler.

To load the machine code files, type

L( >AD"HLt.MAC".8,l ', and starl Ihem with 'SYS 49152'.

To load the source listings, type 'LOADTII E.I.IST",B' Or

lype I hen i in ibul I oar ling Ihem i. a lot e.i.iei !i for an

assembler (such as Dave Weaver's 65 1 0+ ASSEMBLER-
CDUMay/|une89).
To run these, type

'ASStiYlfILt (reiurni SYS 49152 (return)'. All these demos
can be loaded lioiii the i men opts menu, which can be
loaded from the CDU menu on the disk, or by typing

LOAD'TNTERRUPTS'.S (ret) RUN (ret).
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THE TURN OFF

The interrupts must In 1 disabled bciore any I/O is

attempted, or ynii will M'i' .1 different I'i'ii'i i lhan you
want! In order to (urn them off. type;

POKE 671 ,49:POKE 672,234:SYS 64659 (ret)

The address used in the little set-up program is $C000,
mainly because it is the most convenient place in

memory to write i cult'. It doesn't have to lie at SCOOO
anil l hi' set-up i ride dues not have to be .anywhere near

the interrupt code, but the set-up code must contain (he

address of the interrupt code. If you have mi knowledge

of machine code, then don't bother to try to move the

code. SCOOO is an easy address and is easily called from

and used with BASK . The following e-amplus will reside

at this memory location.

THE DEMOS ON THE DISK

<KEV BORDER>
FILE KEVPRESS.IIST"

10 ;"@:KEYPRESS.LIST"

20 •=$C0OO
30 SEI

40 LDA #$20
50 STA $0314
60 LDA #$C0
70 STA $031

5

SO CLI

90 RT5
100 '=$C020
110 LDA SC5 GET KEY PRESSED
120 CMP #$40 IS IT NO KEY?
130 BEQ QUIT IF IT IS, LEAVE
140 STA $D020 PLACE KEY VALUE
150 BORDER COL

QUIT QUIT
1711 |MP$EA31 HOUSEKEEPING

This first short routine (see KEYPRESS LIST) serves no

actual purpose, but shows bow .1 machine code routine

can run whilst a basic program is running. The
demonstration program show, this [File

"KEYPRESS.PRC").

The program: Line I [.) holds the name of (he program
(which is used by the 65 10+) Lines 20-90 set up the

interrupts to point to the progiam. Line 100 tells the

compiler to start at SC020. Line HOLoaDsthe
Accumulator with the value of SC5. This is (he value of

the last key pressed. Line 1 20 checks to see if it is no
key lvalue S-IO), .lrid if no key has been pressed, it goes

to 'QUIT'. Otherwise, it pokes the value (ie STores the

Accumulator! into 5D020 or 53280 - the border colour

location. The program then returns lo the

Housekeeping l.iv having the last

SEA31.

-=$C000
LDA $0314
CMP #S20
BEQ KEYPROG
SEI

LDA #520
STA $0314
LDA #SC0
STA $031

5

CLI

1 20 RTS
=$C020

140 LDA$CS
CMP #$04
BEQFI
CMP #$05
BEQF3
CMP #S06

200 BEQ FS

210 CMP#S03
220 BEQ F7

230 |MP$EA31
240 F1

250 LDA #$00
260 )MP SHIFT

270 F3
280 LDA #$10
290 IMP SHIFT
300 F5

310 LDA #$20
320 IMP 5HIFT

330 F7

340 LDA #$30
350 (MP SHIFT
360 SHIFT
370 LDX $02BE
380 CPX #S00
390 BEQ OUTPUT
400 CPX #$01
410 BNECBM
420 ADC #$07
430 IMP OUTPUT
440 CBM
450 CPX #$02
460 BNE CTRL
470 ADC #$3F
4B0 IMP OUTPUT
490 CTRL
500 CPX #$04
510 BNE OUTPUT
520 ADC #$47
530 OUTPUT
540 STA TEMP+1
550 LDY #$00
560 TEMP
570 LDA$C100,Y

STA $0277,V

HAVE INTERRUPTS
ALREADY BEEN PUT INi

IF SO, GOTO KEYPROC

;GET KEYPRESS
ISITF1*
:GOTO F1

IS IT F3?

:GOTO F3

IS IT F5J

;GOTO F5

IS IT F7f

tGOTO F7

HOUSEKEEPING

590 INY

;F1

;F7

:SET BASE TO 30

TEST SHIFT
TEST SHIFT ROUTINE
GET SHIFT PATTERN
:NO SHIFT
GOTO OUTPUT
:SHIFT KEY
NO, GOTO CBM
ADD 7 TO BASE
GOTO OUTPUT
COMMODORE TEST

:IS ITC=(
NO, GOTO CTRL
;ADD 3F TO BASE
GOTO OUTPUT
CONTROL TEST
;IS IT CONTROL
GOTO OUTPUT
;ADD 47 TO BASE
;OUTPUT KEY ROUTINE
;PUT ADDRESS IN LDA
;SET COUNTER TO
POINTER
tGETCHAR
:AND PUTIN BUFFER
NEXT CHAR

8 DONEf
NO, GOTO TEMP
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620 STY SC6 ;BUFFER FULL SIGN
630 LDY #$00 ;COUNTERTO00
640THINGY ;WEIRD NAMED FLAGi
650 |S« SEEBl ;DELAY1MS
660 DEY ;DO IT 256 TIMES
670 BNETHINGY ;GOBACKTOTH1NGY
680 IMPSEA31 HOUSEKEEPING
69(1 KEYPROG ;PROGRAM f-KEY
700 |SR $AFFD ;GO PAST COMMA
710 JSR SB79E ;CET NUMBER
720 CPX #$00 ;ISIT0i
730 BEQ ERROR ;ERROR!
740 CPX #$1

1

;MORETHAN17?
750 BCC GETKEY ;NO, OKAY
760ERROR ;ERROR ROUTINE
770 IDX #$0E ;ILLEGAL QUANTITY
780 IMP $A437 ;PRINT ERRROR
790 GETKEY DEX ;TAKE ONE AWAY
BOO STX $FD ;BUNGITIN$FD
810 TXA ;AND IN ACC.
820 CLC ;CLEAR C FLAG
830 ROL A ;MULT2 (2)

840 ROLA ;MULT2 (4)

BSO ROL A ;MULT2 IB]

B60 STA ADDRESS+1 •POKE INTO LDA
870 |SR SAEFD ;GO PAST COMMA
880 |SR $AD9E ;CET STRING
890 STA $FE ;STORE LENGTH
900 |SR SB6A3 ;DISCARD STRING
910 IDY #SO0 ;COUNTERTO00
920CETMORE ;GETMORE
930 LDA ($22),Y ;GET STRING
940 CPY $FE ;END OF STRING*
950 BCC ADDRESS ;NO, GOTO ADDRESS
960 LDA #$00 ;SET CHAR TO 00
970 ADDRESS ;POINTER
9B0 STA$C100,Y ;PUT IN MEMORY
990 INY ;ADD1 TO COUNT
1000 CPY #$08 ;8 CHARS!
1010 BNE GETMORE ;NO, GOTO GETMORE
1020 «TS rRETURN

The second demo. F-KEYS is a rather more complex
routine. The progiam < hei k- v, he! her the interrupts have
already been ss.it up. and ii they have, it jumps to .

kl-YI'KI X..'. where a key is programmed. There is not

enough space to go through the entire program, so I will

jusl esj.iL.iin how the interrupts are used.

Lines 60-120 are our friendly sel up routine. The interrupt

jii<i>j,r,nn begins ,i! line I 40 uil J>( T)20j. Here. 1 lit- piogiain

gels the value ol the last key pressed, and lines 1 50 to

JJO eheck in see ii any of the F-Levs have been pressed.

I Some nf the more observant of you will have noticed

that there are no references to F2.F4,F6 or FB - this is

because the value of $C5 is not affected by the shift key;

it will be the same value whether the shift key,

( nmmodnrt' key or ojnln.il key is pres.eil.l 1 1 .1 mati Ii i-

not found lie ii no 1-key has heen pressed.1

, then the

program goes to JEA.11 - the Housekeeping. Ii a match is

found, tile program sets an address base value for the

location of the i-kry siring. The shift key is then checked
by getting Ihe value of S028E. This indicates which shift

has been pressed. If it is SHIFT, the value is 1 . If

COMMODORE is pressed, the value is 2. If CONTROL is

pressed, ihe value is 4. The rest of the program gels a bit

complicated, but ends up at line 860 with our

I luusekeeping luMP.

INTERESTING PROGRAMMING
POINTS

I

I

The value of ihe shift key is in memory location

J028E. (1=SHFT,2=C=,4=CTRL), thus providing

another 8 F-keys.

2) |SR SAEFD - go past comma. This is part of the

procedure lo program the F-key. It must be used to go

past the comma in the SYS 49152.1 ,"lext" line.

3) JSR $B79E - gel a number. This gets the number and

stores it in (he X-reg. 4) ISK SA437 - prim error. The valui

of the X-reg prodm es rlilterent error messages. ($0E =

illegal quantity error!

5) JSR SAD9E get string length. Length relumed in X-

reg,

I..
i ISK SBI>A3 -c

pointer in $22, s

($22),Y or a similar rt

By using a call to SAEFD and ihen to read either

variable or siring, you can pass on variables to a

i ride program. I hope you find this useful.

OPERATION OF THE DEMO
See F-KEYS.PRG or read the next paragraph

5YS 49152 - set up Interrupts.

SYS 49152,key#,"teJit" - program key number with text.

key# can be anything from 1 lo 1 6.

text is (he siring to be placed,

if you wish to have a return after

it, add +CHR$(1 31 lo the end.

F-keys - will move Ihe siring into the buffer,

so works both in direct + program mode.

Corresponding shift keys

F1,F3,F5,F7 - no shift.

F2,F4,F6,F8

F9,F11,F13,F15 - commodore
F10,F12,F14,F16 - control.

LDA #$20
STA $0314
LDA #$C0
STA $0315

;"@:MOV-PTR.LIST"

;SET UP INTERRUPTS
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90 IDA SCO 1C
100 STA$C0BD

STA SCOCD
LDA SC01 D
STA SCODA

140 RTS
BYT $10

160 BYT $29
•=$C020
LDA SDCOO
STA $C01 E

200 LSR SC01 E

210 BCS D
220 JSR UP
230 D LSR5C01E
240 BCSL
250 JSR DOWN
260 L LSR$C01E
270 BCS R

2B0 JSR LEFT

290 R LSRSC01E
300 BCS F

310 |SR RIGHT
320 F LSR$C01E
330 BCSQ
340 JSR FIRE

350 Q JMPSEA31
360 UP
370 LDY$D001
380 CPY#$1F
390 BEQQUITU
400 DEC $D001
410QUITU
420 RTS
430 DOWN
440 LDA $(10(11

450 CMP #$F9
460 BEQ QUITO
470 INC$D001
480QUITD
4'Pli RTS
500 LEFT
510 LDASD010
520 AND #$01

530 CMP #$01

540 BNE ONLEFT
550 DEC $D0O0
560 BMI MSBO
570 RTS
580 MSBO
590 LDASDOH)
600 AND #$FE

STA $D01
620 RTS
630 ONLEFT
640 LDXSDOOO
650 CPX #$01

660 BEQQUITL
670 DEC $D000

QUITL
690 RTS

RIGHT
LDASD010
AND #501

(GET FINEX-VAL
;POKE INTO PROGRAM
jIN TWO PLACES
;GETFINEY-VAL
;POKEINTO PROGRAM
;LEAVE

;FINE X-VAL
;FINE Y-VAL

;GET |OY POS PORT 2

;PUT IT IN MEMORY
;SHIFT RIGHT
;IF BIT 0, NEXT BIT

;OTHERWISE UP
;SHIFT RIGHT
;IF BITO, NEXT BIT

OTHERWISE DOWN
;SHIFT RIGHT
;IF BIT 0, NEXT BIT

;OTHERWISE LEFT

;SHIFT RIGHT
;IF BITO, NEXT BIT

;OTHERWISE RIGHT
;5HIFT RIGHT
;IF BITO, NEXT BIT

OTHERWISE FIRE

;HOUSEKEEPING CODE
;MOVE UP
;GET Y-P05

rCHECKIF NOT OFF SCRN
;IF OFF, LEAVE
;MOVE UP ONE
;LEAVE

;MOVE DOWN
;GET Y-POS
;CHECK IF NOT OFF SCRN
;IF OFF, LEAVE
;MOVE DOWN ONE
;LEAVE

:MOVE LEFT

;GET X-MSB
;CHECK WHICH SIDE

;CHECK MSB RIGHT
;NO, GOTO ONLEFT
;MOVE LEFT

;CHECK IF PASSED LINE

;LEAVE
;0>MSB
;GET REG
;0>BITO

;PUT IT BACK
;LEAVE
lONLEFT
;GET X-POS
;CHECK IF NOT OFF SCRN
;IF OFF, LEAVE
;MOVE LEFT
;LEAVE

;MOVT RIGHT
;GET X-MSB
;CHECK WHICH SIDE

730 CMP #$01

740 BEQONRIGHT
750 INC SD000
760 IDA SD000
770 CMP #$0O

7B0 BEQ MSB1
790 RTS
800 MSB1
810 LDASD010
820 ORA #$01

830 STASD010
840 RTS
B50ONRIGHT
860 LDA $DOOO
870 CMP #$57
880 BEQQUITR
890 INCSDOOO
900 QUITR
910 RTS
920 FIRE

930 LDASD010
940 AND #$01

950 BNEFIREMSB
960 LDA $D000
970 SBC #$10
980 LSR A
990 LSR A
1 000 LSR A
1010 STASC01A
1020 IMPYBIT
1030FIREMSB
1040 LDASD000
1050 ADC #$14
1060 SBC #$10

1070 LSRy
LSR A

1090 LSR

A

1100 ADC#$1D
1110 STASCOFO
1120 YBIT
1130 LDA$DO01
1140 SBC#S29
1 1 50 LSR A
1160 LSR

A

1170 LSRA
1180 5TASC0F1
1190 RTS

:ON RIGHT!
YES, GOTO ON RIGHT
:MOVE RIGHT
;GET X-POS
CHECK IF PASSED LINE

;IF HAS, GOTO MSB1
;LEAVE

;1>MSB
;GET REG
;1>BIT0

;PUT IT BACK
;LEAVE
;ONRICHT
;GET X-P05
;CHECKIFNOTOFFSCRN
;IF OFF, LEAVE
;MOVE RIGHT
,-LEAVE

;FIRE ROUTINE
;GET MSB
;GET BIT

;IF <>0, GOTOFIREM5B
;GET X-POS

:TAKE AWAY FINE

;DIV2
;DIV4
[DIV8
;STORE X-POS
CALCULATE Y-POS
;FIREMSB
;GET X-POS
;ADD 16 TO MAKE FINE

;TAKE AWAY FINE

;DIV2
;DIV 4

;DIV8
;ADD 29
;STORE X-POS
;Y CALCULATE
•GET Y-POS
;TAKE AWAY FINE

;DIV2
;DIV4
iDIVB
:
STORE Y-POS
;LEAVE

The last demo that I have written is quilt- long and there is

mil enough ^pare lo de^ribe thf whole program in this

anii If. However, you will 1 i i ltd it on ilie disk as "MOV-

PTR.LIST" or "MOV-PTR.MAC". The comments by the side

of the program should help you understand it. I will.

however go llirough the: p.irl of the program which utilises

the interrupts.

Lines 30-HO are the normal set up, routines. The next few

lines move the tint.' lulling values into lhi> right parts of the

program. The interrupt program static-it line 1 HO. The

program monitors Hit- joystick .51 SDCOO. ami it it lintlh a l»il

sel il will iunipl'iaionline, depending on which hit has

been set. The r. .mines .ire UP. I DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT and

FIRE I not necessarily in tli.it older! I. You can ro through the

routines in the listing. They move Sprite around.
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PLEASE SELECT AN OPTION
KEYPRESS .MAC
KEYPRESS. LIST
KEYPRESS. PRG
F-KEVS.MAC
F-KEVS.LIST
F-KEVS.PRG
MOU-PTR.MAC
MOU-PTR.LIST
MOU-PTR.PRG
TUNING. PRG
CDU MENU

OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM

Once (he program h.is lu.ided .inn siaried runmnfl Iby

5YS 49152i, (hen the sprite needs to be set up. The
routine is iairlv hiinpL'. Sprite 11 is muted ground the

screen by the joystick in port J. When FIRE is pressed,

the current character i: Jinates are stored in mempry
locations SCOFO and JC0F1 (or 49392 and 49393) for (he

x-col and y-row values. There is a basic demo of this on
the disk r ailed "M< A'-PTR.PRG" vvliii li loads and runs

the machine code. The sprite ran then be moved around.

placing "' when you press the lire button. The routine is

also used by the menu "INTERRUPTS".
A feature of this pointer program is the 'Fine tuning'. I

reasoned; the tip of the pointer is not always at the top

left of the sprite, so something must lie done to .recount

lor it. Enter the line tuning value. The line inning value

gives where the centre of the pointer is. To calculate the

X-value, the equation is X=16+no bits across sprite, and
the Y-value equation is V=4f)+no bits down sprite.

Alternatively use Ihe tuning program on the disk to

calculate il I'm von. Sel up vni.ii sprite, .is you would
normally, and then load and run "TUNING. PRG". Then
move the pointer to the centre of the red circle and press

fire. The computer will then ,;m the \ -value and Y-value,

To install these fine tuiiini; values in your own program,

and to load the nun liiru- rode lile, use the lol lowing

10 A=A+1:IF A=1 THEN IOAD "MOV-PTR.MAC",
20 POKE 49180,(X-VAIUE)
!iOPOKE4')181,<Y-VALUE)

40 5YS49152: REM TURN ON INTERRUPTS

locations, and then save Ihe program using a monitor,

then these values will lie preserved and used every time

you call the routine. (The fine tuning values are found in

line 150 and 160 of the assembler source code listing).

You .ire free to copy this routine and use il in your own
programs.

Well, that aboul wraps it up for my article then. I hope
thai you have found it interesting, and I also hope you

have been able to understand what I have been blithering

on about. One last point; in your interrupt program, don't

lasting loop (ie. no '10 GOTO 10's>. The

I

ji h il'.i
.

1
1 n n st bee, o that it will finish and then do

jsekeeping, otherwise ihe computer

To sum up, here is a list of the programs on the disk and

what they do:

"INTERRUPTS" :Mcnu to load these programs

"KEY PRESS. LI ST" ^Assembler lisling of Key press,mac
"KEVI'RESS.MAC" :Colour border program
"KEYPRESS.PRG" :Basit demo utilising Keypress.mac

"F-KEYS.LIST" Assembler lisling of F-keys.mac"

"F-KEYS.MAC" :F-keys program
"F-KEYS.PRG" :Basic demo utilising F-keys.mac

"MOV-PTR.LIST" lAssemhlei listing ul Muv-ptr.mac

"MOV-PTR.MAC" :Sprite mover program
"MOV-PTR.PRG" :Basic demo utilising Muv-plr.mac

"TUNING.PRG" :U1ilily to find tuning values for Mov-

plr
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TECHNO-INFO

This is the FIRST

ANNIVERSARY!! of

Techno Info

JASON FINCH

Well folks, this is just a little opening commenl from

the Tech. Dept. at CDU. You may or may not realise that

TECHNO INK".) is one year old today and si) eel ebral inns

are in order methinks. Twelve months bind hundreds of

letters later I would like to thank all you readers who
have sent me those letters, without which this section

would be no more. And you wouldn't want that, would

you? Well, I
certainly wouldn't! Although I

try to answer

every letter, please understand it is not always possible

lor me to help everyone, To those few that never received

replies of any sort, and there shouldn't be many, I

apologise here and now.

On a better note Ihough. hopeiullv. I would like you to

write to meat the special TECHNO INEO address it you

have any comments to make about this section of the

best serious magazine for C64 and CI 2B users. What do

you think of the servicer Could it be improved in any

way, or should it be altered somehow? It so, what

changes would you like to see? I want 10 continue to

make TECHNO JNFO as useful and helpful as possible

and 1 will value your comments. As an incentive and an

alternative to champagne, I vow to send three packs of

ten disks to the first three readers that tell me their

thoughts, whether favourable or otherwise. Meanwhile,

don't forget to keep sending in details ni programming or

other software problems or just general queries that you

would like answered. And also keep those popular tips

flooding in.

This month we have a truly internaiinn.il see lion, with

letters from people in countries as far afield as the

NETHERLANDS and GERMANY to SAUDI ARABIA and

AUSTRALIA. So, without further ado, let's start the

proceedings.

KEYBOARD SCANNING

Dear CDU,
I am in the process of writing a program Ih.il requires .1

method for diifeienii.iiini; Iwtwr-i-n which SHIFT key has

been pressed. It is a sort of bat and ball game and 1

wanted to make the keypresses a bit different - most

people tend to go for alphabetic keys when directional

control is from lire keyboard. Bui I have come up against

a brick wall. I though! thai location 653 might have been

able to help but from that I can only detect whether a

SHIFT key has been pressed, not which one. I know very

link- machine code and so would be grateful of a BASIC

routine or explanation as to how to go about the task. I

look forward to your help.

/octal Kaufmann, Plymouth.

Dear lochen,

The secret to what you want to do lies with the CIA

near the lop of memory. The locations that are mosl

important are 56320 and 56321, the data ports. You

can detect which key has been pressed by l't.)K[u>:

,6320 with a suitable value and then by PEEKing

location 56321. This value will then tell you wlikh key

or keys has been pressed. Before you do that from

BA5IC you must stop one of the internal timers to get an

accurate reading This is done by selling all the bits in

loralion 561.S4 to zero. In simple term-, that just means

vriu enter POKE 56334,1). The process required to read

any key is too complex to explain fully here but il relies

on a sort of matrix layout of the keys and the clearing

and M-lling of various single bits controls which column

is „>ad and then which row. Suffice it to say that to

detecl the LEFT SHIFT key (also SHIFT LOCK) you

should POKE 56320,253 and then check that

PFEM'ib \1\- = l-'"-h it does then I EFT SHIFT has been

pressed. For RIGHT SHIFT you POKE 56320,19! and

then check 56.121 lor tin' number J.S'J. I
hope you lind

this information useful. Tune in again nexl month and I

shall provide for you a rouline on the disk 10 illuslrdle

the point. Unfortunately this month there is not

-ufiicienl room for ihe program I wanted.

PRINTING 'OUT'

Dear CDU,
Whenever I attempt t<

6510+ Assembler
'

happens - the COC ,

|M,-d In the screen as usual. I have used ihe command-

OPEN 1,4: CMD 1 before assembling the code both

linked by colons and on separate Km

o dump the machine code from the

j my Citizen 120D printer nothing

-i bytes and the instructions are just
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The li

land o

H given from (he position of the OUT
wdi o the n

it think of any other commands that

could he issued to dump it to the printer. Surely it should

be possible to print the code for future reference. Could

you tell me whether there are any alterations that I could

make to the program to enable it to work as I waul, or ate

there some other < oinui.inds that I have overlooked?

Michael Powell, Nottingham.

Although it would seem that OPENing a channel for the

prinler would do suiiielliing. in this i:ase. as vou right h
point out, it doesn't. And that is because as soon as you

evecute the ASSEMBLE command all open files and
channels are closed by a jump to the Kernal ROM. You

can prevent this from happening by [livening the start of

the routine to alter the jump ha-. Iieeti dune. This you

do by entering COkr ill 135, 1 54 before you enter the

OPEN 1,4: CMD 1 line. If you do that then it should

slart printing after the thud pass ,is you expected.

WAGE CALCULATIONS

DearCDU,
(-or the past two years I have run quite .1 reason a hi v sized

business, employing around ten people depending upon
the demand ot our product, snail breeding kits. However,

I have become aware lii.il ,i number ol the employee^ are

acquiring rather flippant attitudes, taking advantage of

the high wages that they ate paid. Some just think that

they can swan off on holiday whenever the fancy takes

them, and llley have no roncem lor the already damaged
snail population. One has just recently returned from a

holiday in Germany which he look during the busiest

period of the year when snail activity is high. The
accounts for the business are run on a CI2R computer

with the help of the CEOS package which I use because

of its excellent spreadsheet and dalabase - a record of all

our customers is needed so that we can send out

circulars, another costly process. I need a program thai

will show me on the screen Ihe balance between all the

different aspecls of running the business, and hopefully

this will enable rue lo build up a set of wage increases in

line with inflation and the higher cosl of living. At the

moment the advertising manager is on a five figure wage
and I think that this needs to be revised although I would
like to see everything togelhei so lhal I know prei isely

what I can offer him. Could you please inform me of a

company thai sells such sol Iware so that I may be able to

cut down the rate of wage increases slightly. I need to

show the employees (hat wage increases need to be
minimised due to oulput restrictions. With the saving of

money in thai field we may be able to improve the

p.n kaging and .idrl something eslra In ihe kits perhaps a

third snail - to make (hem more attractive for the

customer, thereby allowing the reduced snail population

to increase a bit lasier. I hope you can help.

Paulette "Save the Snail" Yves, Exeter.

DearPauletle,

Unfortunately I am unaware of a program other than

ihose in the GEOS package that will help you (o see all

your expenses and so on lined up together. You could

(ry (he Graph-Ed program (hat appeared a little while

bark (o assess the cosls incurred by your company but I

do no( know of a program thai will calculate exactly

what sort of wage- mi reases would be required. As I am
sure you are aware they will have lo be balanced with

demand of your product but your company will still

need lo make a profit. As I say, try out some graph

programs like the CDU one or Ihe Gc-oChart package. I

wish you luck in your search and hope thai Ihe snarl

population picks up soon.

GeoPROBLEMS

Being 'down under' and a little 'out back' I find i(

difficult and time consuming trying to communicate
promptly on various subjects lli.it crop up. I am using Ihe

Glit )S system extensively in business and private and find

Ihe packages outslanding. I recently, four months ago,

sent an order lo Berkeley Software in California. I have

sent two letters to their customer servise with no replies

to date. Is there anyone, CDU reader or GEOS user, with

ihe same or similar communication problem with (he

company in the USA. You see, I do nol know whether the

company are still ai the same address. Shatluck Avenue. I

am aware that HSSI. are Ihe agents lot C.I'OS software in

ihe UK but I do not have Ihe address. Could you tell me
whal it is? I do hope you um find space to prm! my letter,

and if Ihey read CDU in California, so much the betterll

George Wynne, Australia.

Dear George,

I unfortunately do not know whether or nol Berkeley

Software is aril I al (he address you stale but I can give

vi m ihe address of ESSL and ask if anyone else has had

problems contacting ihe company by post. It may be

that (hey have changed their address FSSL are an

excellent company and will probably be able to give

you the address or find out whal is happening if you
supply proof that ihe goods are paiil for. ("SSL's address

is Masons Ryde, Defford Road, Pershore,

Worcestershire, VVR10 1 AZ. Good luck.

APPLYING CODE

Dear CDU,
I have a 64C and have been a novice (or three years now
as far as machine rode goes. | (ete in Saudi I have found

il very difficult to find any books or magazines on "how
to do" machine code or assembly language. There are

plenty of books about the instruclion sets and whal

assembly language is. bin never Ihe application of il.
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Whai I would like In see in your mag is a step by step

guide on how lo use assembly language. Who knows,

one day I might be able to write a game called Desert

Shield of something.

N.Sirctt, Saudi Arabia.

Dear Mr.Sirett,

I don't really think that there is a lot thai can be said on

applying machine code. It all depends upon what you

want the code to do and no two situation:, are likely to

be tailored to the use of the same piece ut code. What I

would recommend is lh.it instead of buying hooks, play

aboul yourself with other peoples programs and See

what they do. Start out by writing your own yery short

routine just to display a letter somewhere on the scteen.

You do that by first loading the accumulator with a

value and then storing it at a location on the screen,

tallowed by an RTS instruction. Applying code relies Or)

your understanding of how the A.X and V registers can

be used basically, and to what uses they can be put in

accomplishing the task you wanl. In a game you may
want a routine lo read in whether or not the lire button

is pressed on a joystick and if so to fire a bullet. You

need to play about with locations in memory, reading

them in with the LDf commands and comparing them

with other values and so on. I
don't think lliat it would

be possible to write an awful lot on the application ol

assembly language as it is too specialised and directed

towards certain tasks. I hope you gel the hang of it

eventually - just keep pl.ivin;; .ilniut and c\|.K'iiiiii.'iiUn;;

with the
'

SOUND EXPANDER

DearCDU,

Expander for the CM. I would like to know how I can

use it in my own programs, but unfortunately the manual

gives no hints as to how to use it without the additional

software supplied. I would lie very gi.'itetul of any help.

M.Wyld, Spalding.

Dear Mr.Wyld,

This is one of those limes when I cannot offer any help

whatsoever because I am not familiar with ihe piece of

software that you mention. However, instead of just

ignoring your plea I jiii publishing your letter in the

hope that someone out there has got this package and
knows how to use it in the way that you want. If anyone

has got any into, please do send it to us.

128 ROUTINES

DearCDU,
First of all, the program "Picture Print" in your February

1990 issue does not work with my printer. In the October

issue a gentleman wrote with a similar problem. I own

the Commodore version of ihe STAR LCIO colour printer

and it still doesn't work. Can you tell me how the DIN

switches should be placed? In my opinion the printer gels

the command to give A 'return' after every row. In each

raw the printer should have to print each colour twice

before a 'return' is given instead of printing each colour

on a new line. Asa user of the CI ?HD I naturally also do

some programming in BASIC. As an amateur in

programming I have .1 lew pioblems. It possible, could

you tell me how I can do the following: show the

directory 01 a disk on the screen in the way that I want,

check if the right disk is in the disk drive, check if the

right program is on the disk, save ,1 program whose name

consists of two variables (eg. "Kekenigen.'iO" consists of

Kekeingen" and "9t)"i, load a program with these two

variables and how to make a hardcopy of any screen

shown using the tunction keys.

Ruud Duits, The Netherlands.

Dear Ruud,

With regards to "Picture Print" it works with the DIN

switches set to the positions that they were in when the

printer came from the manufacturers - in other words,

all switches in the ON position. The reason the printer

is not doing what you want with the carriage returns is

likely to be the fault of Ihe positioning of ihe release

lever, situated at the rear on the right. You must use

perforated paper and pull ihe lever forward for the

program to operate correctly. Regarding your queries,

you will find a comprehensive routine for displaying

the directory of a disk in the Database 78 program

published in CDU a shod while back. This covers most

things - one can also be found in Ihe Directories

Explained program in the February 1990 issue. You

could easily convert these lo 1 28 format. To check that

Ihe desired disk is in the drive, the easiest thing lo do is

10 give Ihe disks a unique ID when you format them.

Then the program can use the drives direct access

commands 10 read in the very first sector of the

directory track. You ihen locate the necessary bytes

with Ihe B-P command and read them in. Check against

what you know Ihe ID should be and hey presto!! Have

a look in your drive's manual to work out the exact

procedure ihere. To check if a program is on ,1 disk giye

the following commands: OPEN IS, 0,15: OPEN
2,8,{>,"programname": INPUT#15,E: CLOSE 2: CLOSE
1 5. If the variable E is not zero ihen an error has been

generaled. If this is the number for a file nol found error

then ihe right program is not on the disk. If Ihe file is

sequential, add ",S" after the program name and before

the quotes. To load and save files consisting of two

variables, possibly separated by a dot, simply enter

LOAD A$+"." + BS,B or for a sequential file OPEN
2,8,0.A$+"."+B$+",S" where AS and BS are the two

variables. To make a hardcopy in the way thai you

want, have a routine that reads in a key from the

keyboard and if it is a function key (use ASCII codes to

check! jump to the routine. For ihe routine, it is best if

you PEEK each of the locations in turn and convert the

POKE code into an ASCII code by doing certain checks

and adding or subtracting values. After every forty

characters, give a carriage return. I hope that you will

be able to sort everything out now.
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PRINTER WON'T PRINT

DearCDU,
1 have jusl obtained ,1 second h.inti Olivetti pjimher model
PR1 5 (no manual). 1 connected this via the user port lu

my C128D and powered up. I enlered a little test

program in C64 mode (OPEN 1,4; PRINT#1 ,

"HELLO":
CMDl,"HELLO": PRINT#1: CLOSE I) but when I typed

RUN there was no printer response. Is this printer

incompatible with the 128 or am I entering the data
incorrectly' The printer powers up. feeds p.ipcr anil the

I IIK li)|hl up! Tile print head also docs j little movemenl
from right to left as if ready (or action. Please advise. One
other query - is it possible in obtain I'm column mode on
my 1701 monitor? I have fallowed my 1 28 manual
instructions but I only obtain a blank screen and a tro/eri

keyboard. As an avid reader of CDU, I value your
column and your mimlhlv tip- although regrettably I am
a very amateur i omputer addu I and .is yet have none of

my own to offer. I do hope you will he able to help.

M.McGrail, Manchester.

DearMr.McCrail,

As this is not a standard Commodore printer I can
unfortunately give little help. It may he thai the printer

.ictu.nl
I
y has to be used .is .i different devil e number. Try

entering what you have already, but substitute the fours

with fives. If that does not work then I would surest

that possibly, yes, the printer is incompatible with the
l-iKi.l.

I wiuld a-,!-. I hi. ..
.
.. I~i if .Hi--, hi nui ntlii.-r icilIi. 1 '-.

have the same lype oi Olivetti printer and know the

>uld they pie

? the relevant informalic

forward ;

. To obtain an eighty

Jnilor that supports an

have an RGB port a '

n display you need
RGB input. The 1701 does
therefore you cannot corinei l it directly to the RGB po
on the back of the I28D. However do not despair!

company called FSSL stock and item called a 40/E

column adaptor which will work with all monitors th.

have a composite video connection, which the 170
does. This adaptor will allow an GO column disple

from the 128D with your monitor. Their address for th

purpose is FSSL, Masons Ryde. Defford Road, Pershori

Worcestershire, WR10 1AZ and their telephone numbi
is 0386-553153. The product costs around twenl

pounds. I hope that has helped a bit.

CONFIGURING A JACKET
DearCDU,
I read with considerable interest Mike Gregory's full Disk

lacket program on the Volume 4, Number 1 disk. Whilst

understand th.it Mike Gregory uses a Gemini-lOX printei

and he does say that the program may need to bf

changed, I decided to try it out and began to use it with

great success in conjunction with my STAR LCIOC
printer. Great success that was, until I tried to produce ;

jacket for a double sided disk. In this instance the reverse

side of the jacket w..i^ primed in it upsidr down but back
to front. The output from the printer is In '

place on the jacket but the letters are turned vertically

: sample em losed). Could you per Imps let me know if any

ihane.es are needed to the program for my printer and
also what these <. hanges are. I do not have a sire.it rleal of

programming knowledge and would greatly appreciate

any help which might be forthcoming.

Mike Hill, Lincolnshire.

Dear Mike,

The sample that you enclosed illustrates the point about

priming the reverse side of the jacket for double sided

disks. When youi sample is fi tided everything is perfect

except that the letters are the normal way up and not

inverted In produce a correct printout. The secret to this

lies with the DATA statements in the program that are

used to define the upside-down character set. There are

a number of other things in the program, related to the

choosing of a new character set, that will need to be

changed to suit the STAR LCIOC. It is rather difficult for

me to pinpoim these ev« iiy although in the near future

I hope to present you with the alterations to make the

program run correctly on an LCIOC, Perhaps in the

meantime you r ould print two jackets lot the one disk

and stick them on either side. Sorry I can't be of more
help at the moment

TIP OF THE MONTH

==8H
HBBraBB

m
fflmmmm
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2 FOR THE (128
Two simple utilities for CI 28 users Neville Duguid

Here, for all users of the CI 28 are two simple utilities

that could prove lo be very beneficial. The first is 3

RAMCHECK program (sadly lacking on the CUB) and

the other is a lest for accurate SOUND reproduction.

RAMCHECK 128

Bad RAM can be a menial health hazard to the

Commodore 1 28 and its users. Normally reliable

programs can crash without warning. Nonsense error

messages sometimes appear, files may appeal to corrupt

spontaneously - even alter your disk drive has come back

from the repair shop. Given enough time, a single bad

byte can demoralise j Commix lore I Jn usei to the point

where he believes his computer is only useful when
emulating a C64. In one respect, he is right. The C64
checks its RAM. The CI 28 does not.

IN THE BEGINNING

On power-up, the 64 mode Kernal examines every
address troni 1024 upwards until it finds a byte thai will

not function correctly as RAM. As BASIC needs
contiguous workspace, the C64 treats this bad byte as the

end oi usable RAM and incorporates the number ol flood

byirt il has found into its start-up message. Usually the

terminating "BAD BYTE" turns out lo be the star! of R< )M
or o cam (Jge, but even if it is not. BASIC will never

attempi Hi use that byte. Unless you check the actual

-BYTES IKEE" message, or later get an "OUT OF
MEMORY" error, you may never even need lo know it is

The I 28 mode Kernal performs no similar check. BASIC

is responsible for the seemingly equivalent "122365

BYTES FREE" message, (his figure is copied direct to the

screen from ROM - along with the rest oi the start-up

uses only Bank I) RAM in this address range, than il too

should cause no problem-. Unfortunalely 128 mode
BASK." programs do not qualify. The BASIC program text

is stored in Bank 0, but the variables crealed when the

program is RUN make widespread use of Bank 1, (Even a

direct mode command like PRINT "HELLO", which seems

to copy a literal string from one pan of the screen to

another, makes intermediate use of Bank I ).

THERE IS AN ANSWER

n has been included solely to

"There has to be a

it this month's disk into the drive then;

BOOT"RAMCHECK 128"

(If your default disk drive is not a 1 570 or 1 571 , and your

CI 28 is one of the earlier models wilh Version ROMs,

you may need lo use the alternative;

BLOAD-RAMCHECK 12B":5YS2B16

The program will report either 'RAM OK' or give a list of

bad RAM addresses in HEXADECIMAL II uses a check

similar lo Ihe one performed by the C64 Kernal. Starting

at address 1024, it switches every bit in every byte both

on and off and checks ihe results prior to restoring the

original value. Unlike Ihe 64 Kernal, it goes right lo the

top of memory in both RAM banks, regardless of how
many bad bytes it iinds on the way. The lest takes jusl

over four seconds when the computer is in FAST mode -

nine seconds in SLOW.
The program has been made as short as possible - just 2

blocks in your disk directory. This increases its chances

of operating successfully if your computer really does

have bad RAM - and also explains ihe lack of any "bells

and whistles."

NOTHING TO IT

It is easy to check the "BUSINESS END" of Bank 0. With

the power off. remove ,in\ i atttidge or other device Irom

the expansion port, then power up wilh Ihe Comrnodnre

kev tlepressed. If the d4 mode slarl-up message contains

"38911 BYTES FREE", 64 mode programs using only

RAM between addresses 1023 and 40lJW> should perform

flawlessly. (C64 BASIC programs are normally in this

category). If you can confirm that a 128 mode program

NO PROBLEMS

In spite of the programming shorn uts used lo achieve its

speed and brevity, "RAMCHECK 128" remains

compatible wilh BASIC and the rest of the C1 28 system.

The STOP key is available as usual, and you can ever

use the Jiffy Clock lo time the program if you wish;

BLOAD'RAMCHECK 1 28" :if not already loaded
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[80-column users may warn to leave out 'SLOW al the

end - it is there to unblank the 40-column screen if

required).

When you get a bad report in FAST mode, you should
also try SLOW - ihe problem may not be "BAD" RAM so This is the MONITOR
much as "5LOW" RAM. If you have a printer set up as

device 4, and the list of bad addresses is too long to fit on monitor
your screen (or you would like to take a copy of the- pc sr ac sr yr sp

report to the repair-shopl; ; fbOOO 0(1 00 00 00 fB

bank-1... 0(8d ItOd Iffld 4f8d 5f8d 6f8d 7f8d 8f8d 9f8d

bfBd tfsd dtfld efad ffBd = had ram !!

OPEN4,4:CMD4:SVS2816

If BASIC won't work at all, RAMCHECK 128 can be
started from the MONITOR. Hold down the RUN/STOP
key as you press Ihe Reset button, then;

l"tamcheck 128",8

searching for ramcheck 1 28
loading

jObOO

hank-it... ram ok

Should the program find bad RAM on your computer,
take note of the addresses and run it again. Check
whether the addresses reported are Ihe same every time.

This can be helpful to a tec hnii i.in assessing the nature of
the fault.

In case you feel you can't place too much reliance on a

program lhat does nothing more than print "RAM OK"
every lime you try it, here is a way to trick "RAMCHECK
128" into Ihinking it t recovered *

X (if still in the MONITOR)

COMMODORE 128 TUNE-UP

If you have one of the earlier models with Version

ROMs, your Commodore 1 28's PLAY command is

probably aboul two-thirds of a tone out of tune - more if

it is a NORTH AMERICAN model. The problem may
already be fixed ii jm ROM- have been replaced since

manufacture, or if you have a C128D with Revision 1

ROMs fitted as standard.

This falsely inforr i program that only three
comiguranon registers need to be skipped. The
nrri i .ntit'.iJr.il u)n register- winch ,hi |iiv-cnl ,il SFFOH and
SFF04 (in all banks) do not relain information written to

them, so RAMCHECK 128 should report them as "SAD
RAM" ii it is performing its job correctly.

SFFH5 also gels reported even though it has not been
bad. (Meddling with ihr ' oniiguralion registers causes
Ihe program to gel momentarily (unfiled about whether
it is looking at RAM or ROMI. If this is the only thing

RAMCHECK 1 28 ever finds wrong with your computer's
memory, you can still approe idle the benefit to your own
peace ot mind.

This is the BASIC si

SIMPLICITY ITSELF

An easy way to check is to RUN "C12B TUNE-UP" from
this month's disk. (Use Ihe RUN "filename" syntax - do
not DLOAD separately). It will either BOOT
"PLAYPATCH.128" (which re-tunes the C128 until you
turn the power off or resell, or advise you lhat your
CI 28's PLAY command already works correctly without

intervention.

Should the message BOOTING "PLAYPATCH.128"
appear, you will likewise need to BOOT
"PI AYTAICH.l 28" on future occasions if you want your

CI 28 to PLAY at standard concert pitch. (Alternatively,

you could incorporate the relevant BASIC commands
from "CI28 TUNE-UP" into programs lhat use the PLAY
instruction).

For example, n von write music programs intended lo

RUN on CI 28s other than your own, you might include

this line, which load* ihe pali h only if necessary:

boot "ramcheck 1 28"

searching for 0:ramcheck 1 28
loading

CONTINUED ON PAGE 48
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FURTHER ADVENTURES IN "C
THE CONCLUDING EPISODE OF OUR SERIES ON "C" JOHN SIMPSON

This monlh I ,im going to describe the standard

INI'LIT/OUTPLJt library. This is a set of functions which

have been designed to provide the programmer with a

standard I/O system for "C" programs. Regardless of

how critical the application may or may not be, users

seldom find rhe need to circumvent them as the

functions art very efficient. The functions are also

meant lo be portable because most "(."" systems exist in

a well defined and compatible form. I will outline Ihe

more commonly used functions here rather than

describe them all.

THE STANDARD LIBRARY

putchar(c)

will put the character c onto the default device, usually

the terminal. The output can also be directed lo a file by

using the > character, [f myprog uses putcharfl then-.

will write the output into the Tie called datafile.

primfii nlsu rinds ii's way to I he standard output, and calls

to putcharl) and printfl) can be easily interleaved.

/* an example routine which converts input to lowercase

•/

•include <stdio.h>

#include <stdio.h>

This should be close to the beginning, and the use of

angled brackets < and > will direct the compiler to

search for a file which contains standard header

information. The file defines various macros and

variables used by the input/output library.

GETCHAR AND PUTCHAR

To read a single character at a time from the "standard

input", most often from the keyboard, we use the

statement, getcharO. This will return the nexl input

character each time it is called (we have used this

extensively throughout the series).

If you need to substitute a file for Ihe keyboard then the

convention is to use the < character. For example, if a

program railed myprog uses getcharO, then:

myprog < datafile

will cause myprog to read datafile instead of the

keyboard.

Whenever input is being read, and the read encounters

the end of the file, then Ketr:h,irO will return nn EOF. The

EOF conslant is -1, bul you can change this to whatever

stdio.h, and test whether the argument is an upper casi

letter - isupper. If it Is, then it returns a non-zero (true!

and if not then a zero (false). The macro, tolower, wi

lowercase.

FORMATTED OUTPUT

There 3re two routines, printfl), which is used for output,

(we have used also used this evtensivelv throughout the

series), and scant!) for input, which permit translation to

quantities. They also allow for formatted lines.

formally: PRINTF(CONTROL,ARGl,ARC2, ..,)

printfO will convert, format, and print its arguments using

control. The control string contains ordinary characters

which are copied to the output stream, and

specifications. Each conversion spec!

introduced using Ihe |.iereenlJge character, "/„

Between the % and the character of the o n there
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may be:

- (minus sign) = left adjustment

a digit string = the converted number will be printed

in a field at least this wide- if the

argument has fewer ch.traders than the

field, then it will lie padded with

blanks.

. (a period) = sep.iuies ihc field width from the

next digit string.

a digit string = the spi'i itii: ma\imum number of

(the precision) characters to be printed from ,

string

or nunihfi uulivjil- tc Ik- printed to

the right of the decimal point of a

float or double.

I (letter ell) = a length mod if in u> indicate the data

THE CONVERSION CHARACTERS
ARE

d = decimal notation

o - unsigned octal notation (without a leading 0)

x - unsigned hexadecimal (without a leading Ox)

u = unsigned decimal notation

c = single character

s - character string

u = float or double and mm cried in (let im.il notation

in the form [-|m.nnnnnnE|±]xx where the length of

the string of it's is spei ifi< to the precision.

f = float or double converted to decimal notation in the

g = use %e or %f, whichever is shorter; non-significant

zeros arc not printed.

n specification will direct the nest input field

conversion. Usually the result is placed in a variable

i, i
i nl I'll !(

I
iv ill. i i.lli--lii ril'i;_ ,1 1 ,J I.J ifli-l 11 II ,L ' is u^.'il

the input field is skipped with no assignment made. An
input field is defined as a string of non-white space

characters which will extend to ihe net! while space, or

until the field width is finished. Sim e new-lines are white

space, then scanfO will read across line boundaries to

find input.

1 character indie .lies the interpretation ol

Ihe input field, and the corresponding argument must be

a pointer.

CONVERSIONS

,il integer

o = octal integer

x = hexadecimal integer

h = short integer

c = single character

s = character string - the pointer should point to a

character array large enough to accept the string

plus a terminating

f = floating point number

lnf(%d%f%s",&i,&x,

If tl g the

FORMATTED INPUT

is the input analog of printfl) and

will assign 50 to i, 7.534 to x, and ihe string "George"

terminated with

0, to name. The three fields can be separated by as many
blanks, labs and newlines as desired.

Formally; SCANFfCONTROL.ARGl.ARG2, ...)

This reads character finm ihe standard input, interpret

formal specified in control, and then stores the results in

arguments. The control string can contain conversion
specifications to interpret input sequences.

blanks, tabs, or newlines (commonly referred to as "white-

space"), these are ignored,

ordinary characters (except %)
conversion specifications, %, ' (an optional assignment

suppression character), a number specifying a field

width, and a conversion character

M.Jd 'Sif ".,*d 'HJs'V&iA.. name!:

98765 0123 35*67

then 98 will be assigned to i, 765.i

and pkn •-- the string ".i 5" in name,

will start searching from the letter z
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demon sirdie scanfl,):

flnulude <MdJo.h>

while (scanf("%lf",&v) != EOF)
printff

t%.2f

When scanf has exhausted its control string, or when
input no longer matches the tonlrn! spei iiic.ation then il

successfully matched, a- si .unci I input items.

scatifC%d*,n);

which should be

scanfl"%d",&n);

THE SIBLINGS

Both functions, scanfl) and printfl) have siblings which
are sscanft) and sprintfl). They both act in the same
manner as their big brothers, i.e. both perform the
corresponding convers kins, however, the sibling will

operate on a string rather than a file.

Formally SPRINTFISTRING.CONTROL.ARGI ,ARC2,

SSCANF(5TRINC,CONTROL,ARGl .ARG2, ...)

sprintfl) will format the arguments just the same as

before, however now it will place the result in a string

rather than the standard output. N.B. Make certain the

string is big enough to contain the result.

sscanfil does the reverse. It scans the siring according la

the format in control and finally places the resulting

values into argl, arg2 etc. The arguments must be
pointers.

Here fp is a pointer to a file, and fopen returns a pointer

to a file. FILE is a type name, like int. and not a structure

tag. The actual call to fopenl) a file in a program is:

fp = fopenlname, mode);

If there is any error when attempting to open a file, such

as the file does not exist, then fopenl) will return a null

value. To read or write the file once opened we can use

getcO or putcO. Here getcO will return the ne\l character

From a file, it will require the file pointer to tell it what
file it is dealing with,

c = getc(fp)

jlace ir

jrned v

The inverse of getel) is putci):

putclc. fp)

will place a character c on the file fp.

When we start a program three files are opened
.iiilorn.ilic.illv willi file pointers provided. These are

'standard input', 'standard output', and the 'standard

error output' files. The o.trresponding file pointers are,

stdfn, stdout, and slderr.

.s of

The function fscanfD and fprintfl) can be used for

formatted input/output files. The are the same as scanfl)

and printfi: eM.ept lhe fir 1;! argument is a file pointer

.'.li i
-f

•
I

"-
1

"!' '.:> !" rcid .sr'.ii ihe i (Hillijl - -I .
!-.>.-

is the second argument.

Now we shall look at a small program which is used to

concatenate files. Should there be any command line

.nguinenls the 1

, will he processed in order otherwise the

standard input is processed.

#include <stdio.h> /* Concatenate by
ernigman/Ritchie*/

lainlargc, argv)

ACCESSING FILES

Before a file can be read or written it has to be opened by
lhe standard library rum turn lupenii. Til is fuiu lion opens
a disk file for reading or writing. The string filename

contains the name of the file, and the first character of

the string mode specifies a V read, or a 'w' wrile. The
declaration required is:

FILE "fp, 'fopenl);

if large == 1 )
/* number of args)

iilecopy(stdin);

while I—argc > 0)

if (Ifp = fopen(*++argv, VB = N
rprintffstderrXAN'TOPEN %s

n", *argv);
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MACROS FOR TESTS AND
CONVERSIONS

isalpha(c) - non-i ti> if c is alphabetic, /

isupper(t - non-
ero if c is lower case,

isdigit(c) - m in / (. if c i- digit, zero if r

isspace(c) - non- ero if c is white space

File pointers stdin and stdoul are pre-defined in the i/o

library. They are constants and may lie used anywhere

an object of type FIIE " can be.

name established ,il lope"i thus Irecing (he pointer for

another lilc. .mil rlearin t
I nl i li oulpul horn

puled was plai I'd. When |n '_ " '
i irinales normally.

then for each open file, ft tas« I i- 1 .tiled automatically.

The program signals errors in two ways. The diagnostic

output or ipririt Ml will go to skier r whii h directs il lo the

TO CONCLUDE

Well, this brings our little adventure to a close. I hope

that the foregoing episodes have helped you to enter the

world of computer programming using the "C" language.

There are many useful as well as excellent books on the

market which can take you much further into the

language than can our brief encounter. It does, lo the

newcomer, seem a daimling language. Inn with effort and

practice il can, like anything else, he overcome until

proficiency is a byword, and you can call yours<

Onc< ith s

The purpose of screen store is to slore and retail up lo

eight -creens including Luluur. The screens are stored

under the Basic ROM and the colour is stored under the

KERNAL ROM. Screen store tan he used in PROGRAM
mode, DIRECT mode, BASIC or MACHINE CODE. The
code sits in memory a I St 1)1)1) <4'J1 jj) and is accessed

with three SYS calls. Before storing any screens the

SVS491 58 call must be made lo set the screen counter

to zero, Ihe screen counter is at memory location (2).

HOW IT WORKS
To store a screen just call up SYS491 52 and Ihe screen is

stored. Each time a screen is stored the screen counter

increases by one. n more than eight screens are stored a

SCREEN MEMORY FULL error will be displayed and Ihe

program will stop. To recall a screen the call 5YS491 55 is

made ami the last sc reen lo he saved will lie displayed, if

a 5YS49155 call is made withoul any screens being

stored a NO SCREEN error will be displayed. This is

caused by ihe si reen < orinler I
icing at zero. The number

of screens stored can be checked by PEEKI2) 1 -8.

I l,n mg stored a number oi st reens they i an be called up

a random by POKEing any numlier irom one to eight into

location (2) and calling SYS49I 55 . The screens are

normally -lured on a lasl in first out basis.

If a screen is to be stored in any particular slot first

POKEJ.slot number 1-8 and then SYS491 52 to store it.

A demo program is on disk and on running this it will

load the code,

BIN St/REENSTORE'. This can lie loaded on it's own by

load'WN.SCKEENSTORE',8,1 followed by NEW lo reset

the li.rsii pointers.

There isn't muc li else one can say about this easy to use

program except give it a try.
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KANGAROO
The Third Segment

In this series, we have looked at wav, 01 inipioviiii; Ihe
usage of the ACTION REPLAY CARTRIDGE, and given

development skills. The series ((includes with two more
routine- to ,i(ld In Ihe inn's already provided. These ,ire

SPACf IK^EKIhK and LOAHFR ADDtK. The lirsl of ihe.e
is, LOADER ADDER, which is a continuation of the
article discussed in the DECEMBER issue of the

LOADER ADDER
Pari 1 discovered

might not be cor
overcome by addir

PRELOADER oitlVi

simple Machine.' Co
other applk
AND runs I... ..

applications of He. mie,

described.

g iree;rei-copier I progf.iii

th fast loaders. This was
loader on ihe back of the
It showed how to make a

loader to do this, and some
utobooting loader (loads

The other way is to use a Machine Code Li)ader similar

to the "SYS10037" routine described in Part 1. This is

very fast and much more flexible. It is, in fact a hybrid,
which makes everything much easier:

II Enter the following Basic urogram, bul type it

EXACTLY as shown. Do noi add or subtract a single byte,

10SYS21S4:PRINT"[CLR|SCREENSAVER
INSTALLED"rPRIN["|iKlWN|SCRtENOLANKS AFTER 1

MINUTE"
20 PRINT "[DOWNlPRESS ANY KEY TO RESTORE"

Of course the items in square brackets stand lor single
byte cursor control characters,

2) Activate your Monitor, and enter the following items
exactly in the Assembly mode Do not Include the

(unless you use a proper symbolic
only for interest:

SYS NO MORE!
G. GORNU published a nice "Screen Saver" in YOUR
COMMODORE, Dec 1989, p.53. It blanks the monitor
screen after one minute, so sawing its screen if you leave
it on (which alwavs happens:. To run It, however, it was
necessary to SYS5316^ (SCFAA). and who is going to
remember that horrid number, particularly if the
documentation is not al hand? It i- possible to remember
the correct number if it is made part ol Ihe file name, e.g.
"Saver.53lf.2", but [here is another way: Load the MC
program from Basic.

The simplest way (o do Ibis is:

LISTING- 1, which not only loads the target MC program,
Inn also supplies m-lrin nous ever, time ,ou use it ior do
you always have the original instructions at handt):

10IFA=OTHENA=1:LOAD"SAVE«.531G2"
20SYSS3162:PRINT"[CLR]|SCREENSAVER
INSTALLED|DOWN!"
30 PRINT-SCREEN BLANKS AFTER 1 MINUTE, PRESS
ANY KEY TO RESTORE."
40 END

086A LDA #$08
086C LDX #$08
086E LDY #$01
0870 |SR $FFBA
0873 LDA #$0C
0875 LDX #$84
0877 LDY #$08
0879 |SR $FFBD
087C LDA #$00
087E JSR $FFDS
08B1 JMP SCFAA

and then Ihe following i

;CHANNEL #

;DEVICE#
;SEC. ADDR.
;SETLFS

;# CHARS IN FILENAME
;LB OF NAME LOCATION
;HB OF NAME LOCATION
;SETNAM
;0 FOR LOAD
;LOAD
;JUMP TO 53162
i Ihe "M" mode:

Indeed, you may make the Basic introduction as long as

you like, if vou ensure that the BA of this routine (here
J086A) is higher than the H.isic EA, and that the SETNAM
pointers (here $0876 S. $08781 point to the beginning of
Ihe filen.inie :<> load there a! $11884). And of course in the
Basic line 10, the SYS must refer to the HA here iS()(«>A =

#2154).
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Tiie strength of this method, aside from being rather

prelty, is that it allows each part to do what it can do
best: Basic text is easy and fakes litlle space, and
Machine Cone is fasf and versatile.

3) Still with the monitor, enter:

.S"SS BOOT",DB,0B01,0890.

The result: a Basic tile on disk, named ~S5 BOOT" which
can be loaded and saved as a Basic program leg,

LOAD"SS BOOT". 81. When it is run it automatically

loads and runs "SCREEN SAVER" and enters SYS53162
automatically, so that you no longer have to remember it.

If it is combined -.villi .111 .iutorunning boot it only wants
to be loaded, and SCREEN SAVER (or whatever target you
chouse! is loaded and activated immediately.

Create the r-ell lost

change it to l<j^_
(See Part I fur luacHng a Basic progr.ir

A LOADER ADDER

loader adder, to ride

freezer-copied

Part 1 described how
piggyback on the PRE!
game. By tediously lulli

your own loaderjj|j^__
A friend who did

appreciate the Nauk of M» onfv wanted a program
to make the extra loader addw automatically. The result

was AI)UfK.4'HSJ, also on the disk. It was designed 10

use on PRELOADERs made bv the ACTION REPLAY
CARTRIDGE, but could work with others by adjusting tin

location of |MP SFFD5; see the Opcodes under "Is No
file Being Loaded??" in Part I.

AI5DER.49
1 52 rather elegantly does all that Listing-3

does, and more. It automatically loads the target

Preloader program which was the main point of Part 1,

and then lacks on to the end ol it a Listing- .1 type loadoi

(like "5YS10037"), readjusts the point'3 ''' appropriately
:> disk.

Remember that the main point oi usiuj: the loader adder

with the game PRELOADER was to make the game
PRELOADER compatible with various Menu routines.

lechnically speaking, the Plow Diagram for

LOADERADDER shows approximately what is

happening. The routine is located at SC'IQQ nH'JI 52) in

high RAM because it needs 10 load the Preloader in the

Basic aiea. It prints an option message and presents an
INPUT tor the usual reasons, tl loads the Preloader,

whose name you supply, sets up tire various prefixes and
pointers, and then transfers ihe Loader from high RAM
down to Basic at the end of the Preloader. It then saves

that combination to disk under a new name.

The advantage or the AUDI NHUIIIIIK program (which

pokes the MC in from Basic! is that you can modily the

code without using an Assembler. Merely follow the

REMS. You may 1 hange the texts as you like, as long as

the new one is not longer than the old, and if it is

terminated bv .1 zero. (11 line evil you 1 an c hange the "+"

PRELOADER prefix to whatever you please as long as it is

only one character: it is there only 10 make it different

from Ihe original. In line 590 you can change the
iei|iiriemenl 101 a "I " prefix In 'lore ihe main larget name,
eg some freezers use a "-" instead. If ym.i know what you

monitor" lo lind where IMP SFED5 is located lor ISR

SFFDV) in Ihe PRELOADER and if it is not at 108!'., use

the right LB and HE of ft in those lines; see the REMs.

The charm of this routine lies in the fact that the SAME
set of byles is used lo load the Preloader, as is transferred

down to the end of it. as it saves that combination to

disk. Try to do that with Basic! It is one of the ways where
"C64 thinking " saves space and promotes efficiency

When you have megabytes of room your programming
tends to gel vcrv sloppy. Some of my megabyte iriends

are astonished lhal I can do ANYTHING with only 64K
UNCIUDING Ihe "System" in ROM), but my little "6+

supports a nice Word Proiessor. ,1 Symbolic Assembler, »

ni' 11. ei., ai 1

!•'
1 ...mi. ,,--•!.....

SPACE INSERTER

Programs in Machine Code often use text requiring

vji ious amounts of span- on the scieen. A I the end of a

line this can be achieved with RETURN (byte 13), bul

within a line you will see long lines 01 SJt'j (dec 12), one
byte per space.

This short program automatically inserls spaces (or

anything else) in the output to screen or printer, and for

ihe expense of only :">4 bytes 101 the routine. Il gives you

any amount of spaces anywhere without taking up that

room in your main program! It becomes practical for

programs of rea-.nn-.ible length using much formatting.

Tins magical result is .11 liioved by tins tiny ' 011I10I system

whir h scans any Mac hi lie Code lexr and prints it (until a

terminating zero is encountered). If it finds a 1 however,

il shunts lo the «|u< e inserting subroutine, INSERTER, arid

prints the number of spaces shown by the next number.

So, in the midst of test, a 1 15 would mean ''insert T5

spaces here". As usual, on the dfsk is the Machine Code
program and the Source Code program. Below, for those

01 you without an assembler, is the Souice Code for Ihe

INSERTER SOURCE CODE

tally, t illiculiy oi using iastlnaders mil'

ir RAM resident ones. ROM Turbo 1

CHROUT
INDEX
COUNT
CHAR

EQU SFFD2
EQU $2

EQUS4
EQU #32
ORG $OB0D
LDA #<TEXT
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PRINT LDY#0 ;THISIS AN
LOOP.1 IDA (INDEXI.Y ;ORDlNARY PRINT

BEQEND ^ROUTINE, TO
ISRCHROUT ;THE SCREEN

CMP#1 ;INSERT SPACE!
BNECONT.1 ;N.CONTINUE
iSR INSERTER ;Y=INSERT SPACE

CONT.1 CPV #0 ;ENDOFPAGE?
BNE LOOP.l ;N.CONTINUE
INC>INDEX ; UPDATE
BNE LOOP.l ;THE INDEX

END RTS ;RETURNTOMAIN PRG

INSERTER LDX#0 ;RESET COUNT
l.l>\ UNl.)hX.',\ :# OF REPEATS
STA COUNT ;STORE IT

IDA #CHAR ;LOAD SPACE
IOOP.2 ISRCHROUT rPRINT IT

INX NEXT COUNT
CPX COUNT ;DONE
BEQ CONT.2 ;Y.EXIT

BNE LOOP.2 ;N.PRINT ANOTHER
CONT.2 INV ;NEXT BYTE

;RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE

ethatFrom the flow diagram you
print routine (see PKINTK the print is scanned bytewtse.

If is encountered it slums the end 01 leil and it exits,

else it prims the character to the screen. In this routine

though, an additional jump is inserted: when 1 is

encountered <l shows tli.il spaces are to be inserted, and

it jumps to INSERTER. The number of spaces are

recorded from the byte inltnwini; the 1, anil a counter

prints them until they ace finished. Il then returns control

to the main text PRINT routine.

The Machine Code beginnm;; address fur this o.imple

was chosen al 2061 so that il i ould be started from ,i

Basic SY52061, but of course it would be added to an

already established pro;;r.irn at any convenient location.

Load and Run the short program, SPACE INStKFfK,

which show how large blocks of spaces can be

generated easily. If you have SPEEDY ASSEMBLER or any

other compatible a-.sen tiller look at the Shun <- Code lor

details.

The possibilities ,ne endless, fur example, von could lill

Ihe screen witli reverse video spates in different colours,

or surround titles with various patterns. For the latter,

you can see that Space is not the only character which
can be inserted. The second byle al LOOP. 2 controls the

character. Using b5 in place of 32 would produce a

series of "A's". A byte can be poked into that location

from anywhere in your program, so the character to be

repeated can be changed at will. If you want to take a

little more space, a sepaiate INSIlill K n inline (only 20

bytes) could be used for each different character. So, 1

40 could mean "insert 40 spaces", while 2 10 could

mean "insert 10 cursor downs". For a large pronr.im ilv

saving in RAM could be considerable, and it opens a

new field of generous screen formatting.
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DESIGNING A ROLE
PLAYING GAME

Magic in Computer R'PC's by CORDON HAMLETT.

The last part of this series dealt with COMBAT
and various ways of dealing with it. This month
we look at MAGIC.

It's a t;re.Tt feeling. Your warriors .in.' lin-il and wounded.
The party is lost and looking for a safe place to camp.
The dreaded message appears on screen. Combat. You
try to run away but a mixed parly ol ogres and trolls have
surprised you and [here is no escape. You are outgunned
and you know it. Wearily, the fighters ready their

weapon- and piepare lo advance when a voice from the

back of the party says stand aside'

The magic user, who has so far proved to be excels

baggage on this adventure steps forward uttering -tr.inm-

words. Flames begin to crackle at his fingertips. There is

a loud whooshing noise. You look towards the enemy bur

there is nothing apart from a few blackened lumps and
Ihe smell of burning flesh. Your first fireball spell. It is a

memorable experience and the fighters know
instinctively that things will never be the same again.

LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS

Last month, 1 looked at de mbat system and

system. Magic is th the
anything, even gre ater c ) be aken over
integrating a magic It

balance wrong.

The actual mechanic sots el casting are it nor details

and can wait until later in the adicle. The main problem
i- getting the amount of mai;n just right

Traditionally, novice magicians are Worse than useless.

They can't fight and they know few spells. The fighters

have a dual role to play. Not only do they have to kill Ihe

various monsters, they also have to protect any budding
wizard who is incapable ol looking after himself.

As the game enters its middle phase, so the balance is

about even. The fighters are still important and the mages
can play an important part too. For high level characters

though, the situation is reversed. Now, magic dominates.
Fighters become less effective. Afler all. they can only
attack one creature at a time whereas the spell easier can
target many. To go back to fireball example, the spell

might have a bxh area of damage giving a potential Id

opponents. Quile a difference!

BALANCE IT RIGHT

The problem then is not to arrive at this 'final' stage of

the garni' too quickly. It is worth mentioning here that all

this applies to magic items too. There is a great

temptation to reward players with magic rings of
prntei lion, wand- 01

1

1 '^
I nc; bnij, and -word- ol

ultimate sharpness. They do make the scenario
interesting but if the playei is finding these and similar

hems al Ihe start of Ihe game, what are you going to give

him as he progresses and you have to come up with

bigger and better treasures.

A good example of a commercial game where the

balance is totally wrong is Bard's Tale It. When I first

reviewed il a couple of year- ago, it looked great, even
after many hours of playing. It was only when I got
deeper inio Ihe game thai I discovered all the above
mentioned problems. Whereas a good game should
encourage you linish. Ihi- had ju.l Ihe opposite effect and
in the end, I just couldn't be bothered.

So how do you go about limiting the effects of magic?
Well, there are several possibilities. You could limit the

number of wizards in a party. Perhaps their psychic

forces interact when they are loo close together and
reduce the potency of their spells.

CLASSES OF SPELLS

Another allernalive would tie In group spells together and
then have a different class ol magic user specialise in

each type. For example, healing spells, sorcery spells,

illusionary spells and so on. Bard's Tale uses this system

to some extent and then spoils everything by letting

characters change from one class to another,

I he system user
I
in SSI'* Dungeons and Dragons series is

somewhat different. >\ dinr.ir.tei (.an discover and study

new spells by writing them in his spell book, but he or

she can only remember a certain number of spells each
day. Once these have been used up, the character has to

resl for several hours in order t<

Incidenia'lv. il - v.i .rtli ivhrle having a separate class that

specialises in healing such as a cleric in D and D.
Kervbody is going to get wounded in battle at some
stage so that this character really does become
indispensable, If you have to a separate slot for a cleric,

that is one less place in the party for a wizard. Casting
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benign spells sue:h as healing

and protecting from evil dues

not have any gte.it adverse

effect on the game's balance. It

is only the combal spells that

are likely to cause you

The one feature common 10 all

he can use a wider variety of

spells. Similarly, the spells

already known become more
potent. For example, say your

character knows a spell that

racier might cause 1-3

its of damage. You might

ease this to 4-6 for a

jnd level, 7-9 for a third

lut it is probably belter just

to multiply the damage by the

level to get the damage range

so that a second level mage
:s 2-6, a Ihird,.„ .Jvel 3-9

points oi damage and so on.

Again, this wirier range dilutes

the power of the spell taster.

MAGIC SYSTEMS

magical systems in current

usage and It should be fairly

easy to adapt one of these to

your own needs. As already

mentioned, in D and D, each

magic user can learn a given

number of spells at any one

releams it. He can still learn

the same spell twice If he

wants to but must first learn it

twice. This system works well

enough but slows the game
down when the party has to

rest and sleep frequently.

Both Ultima and Bard's Tale

iploy a system of magic:

poin s ther o you ti

going to

'spend' them. The more
experienced you ate, the more

you have. A simple spell such

as making a light might cost

resurrecting a dead colleague

mighi cost 50 - something
totally beyond the means of a
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neophyte mage.
One additional touch in the later Ultima games is th,i

you have ti) buy or iirul reagents I'm the spells and mi:

them in the correct quantities Four ol the six reagents an

readily available from your local heih -hup but the oilier

are rate and you have to solve many clues and fan

much danger before you find out where they are. Thi

has the advantag

lilable

re thai the powerlul spcl

advanced in the game to need them.

Even if you tin mil use this sari ui system thniiinlnn.it. th

idea of specific reagents lor the most potent spells is

good one. Von t .in i otilrol the game much mnm ossilu

might even form part of the game itself. Fh

find and kill a black dragon to acquire or

then you must locate and pay for the serv

wizard who can mix the powdered toe.

ntly

>/- ft

e of his teeth,

might only have enough for one use and so on. Vou can

also restrict who uses the item. The aforementioned

wand can only be used by a wizard and if he is using

that, he can't be casting one of his own spells at the same

time. Similarly, ii you have a magii I wo- 1landed sword, it

is worthless unless you have ,1 fighter [rained in its Use.

Other penalties could apply too. If someone wants to get

the benefit of a magic ring, they might have to remove

their gauntlets first, thus reducing their armour class and

Remember too, intelligent monsters will use their magii al

items against you.

A FEW IDEAS

SPELL USING

I have said very little about the nature of the spells

themselves. This is because whatever system you use, the

spells tend to irn lutle the same sorts, ol things - a small hit

sngth hit on one enemy, the same on a group

Not all magic sr

items loo. The ti

on, it cannot bt

of ei i. Of c ;, you c e the

n magic missiles, shocking grasps,

fireballs, lightning bolls or whatever but they come down
to the same thing in the end. Again, there is always a

spell to make light, one to cure light wounds, cure
serious wounds etc.

Think luck to the role playing games vou have plavetl.

It). When mm ..
I

. j
.'.

i -I a

i the if ,ui(l v. hat !. iher i„n v . iiyina

liable exception here Is the Ultima system where
the designer, Kich.ird G.irrioll makes a point of ensuring

that every spell js genuinely different and not just a

variation or big brother of what has gone before. The
moral here is simple. Don't jusl im lode lomethini; lor Ihc-

sake of improving a list. Make sure that it is an integral

pan of the game.

IT'S MAGICAL

Magic isn't jusl limited to spells though. One area of the

game where you ran let your imagination run riot is in

the use Ol magical items. Weapons, rings, potions,

wands, armour, items til i billing, packs ol cards, statues,

fountains etc. the list is endless. All you have to do is

make sure that you don't overdo il and there are several

ways round this.

Many of the items <,m have .1 limited number ol' charges.

A Wand of I

i

ginning initio might only be able tu lie used
three times belore it . rumbles and lades away. A potion

temporary plague ol boils on a character rendering him

so ugly thai no-one will talk to him. So, for a few hours,

the party will be unable to trade with merchants or parlay

with monsters - a fight becomes inevitable. A sword

might give +2 bonuses but is extremely bloodthirsty and

will not allow the wielder to run away from battle whilst

an enemy is still standing.

One of the problems with magical items is discovering

exactly what they do. It is pointless having a potion of

dragon conlrol if the player, mil knowing what it does,

drinks il all when surrounded by trolls. Nor is it fair to

say 'you have found a potion of dragon control'. Unless

the container was labelled in some way, you are giving

the player information (or nothing. The solution is to

make I lie p la vers * ousull an expert who will charge very

highly but will identify whal an object does. Again, it

comes down to giving with one hand and taking away
with the other. Ok, so they now know what their potion

does, but it has cost them all their hard earned goltl to

find out.

IN CONCLUSION

Another way of limiting the effects of magic is to give

everything a percentage chance of working. A weapon
might break or a spell fizzle and fail. If a character falls

down a pit, potion containers might smash and wands
snap. The original owner of an artefact might have

conned. He thought he was buying a ring of protection

whereas it was actually a ring of delusion or a brass

curtain ring or whatever. These touches can bring

humour and variety into a game and make the player

just a little bit more wary when he does find something

beneficial. Magic should be special, never

commonplace. Candalf was revered in Lord of the

Rings and yet his magical powers were not that great. A
fireball was about the limits of his power. If no-one else

has the talents, even the smallest trick can seem
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THE ADVISOR
Intelligent det n making made for you BOB GARNER

This program is designed in help you to guess with m
accuracy bul il cannot hope to be the complete ansu

lo all your decision making.

the reason why so many turn out to be "BAD BUYS'. The

ADVISOR can oyer-ride the complexifies to give as clear

an answer as you wish.

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Being a type of EXPERT SYSTEM. The ADVISOR requires

that you choice wli.il in lor ma I ion is needed and lo (hen

set it in a logical order within the "SHELL". The program

will give assistance hut vou should he aware of the

"IARCON" associated with Expert Systems.

An Expert System provides a means to analyze

information which is set against a number of norms.

These could be obtained from people recognised as

"EXPERTS" in a particular field who deride on criteria to

be used in mastering a skill or technique. Alternatively

you can choose your own i rileria lor ilei ision making to

meet your needs. The ADVISOR shell allows setting of

your own criteria using either of the two methods.

These criteria called ATTRIBUTES, belong to the subject

under discussion. One example in relation lo buying a

book, could be "COST". Each attribute would then have

a VALUE. Using the example of purchasing a book the

value would mean "HOW MUCH?". It may be that a low

cost of purchase is desirable. Although other

ATTRIBUTES such as PRINT styles or the low measure of

JARGON contained in the book, could outweigh COST.

By creating a set of ATTRIBUTES and their VALUES rules

can be produced from which certain DECISIONS can he

made. The complexity of decisions in purchasing is often

SETTING UP THE ADVISOR

You can load THE ADVISOR from the CDU MENU or by

typing I
OAD'THE ADVISOR". 8. When the program has

loaded ,i shod message appears on the screen, telling you

that the dimensions are being set up. Electing to

CONTINUE will get you a menu wilh 10 choices of

"THE MENU**
t. INPUT DATA
2. VIEW DATA
3. SAVE DATA
4. RETRIEVE DATA
5. CHANGE DATA
6. ANAIYSE DATA
7. SCRATCH DATA
8. DISK DIRECTORY
9. RANK DATA
10. QUIT

You type the number i ur responding lo your choice.

Let us look at each of the choices in turn lo build up our

own EXPERT SYSTEM. There are some already on the

disk so you can skip the diffii ult pari anil follow the

reasoning by typing 4 to RETRIEVE THE DATA, typing

"BOOKS" al the prompt then RETURN, You can then

VIEW THE DATA by selecting 2 from the MENU, li you

are a hardy type of computer user we will press on.

**THE MEHUw*
INPUT DATA
UIEH THE DATA
SAUE DATA
RETRIEUE THE DATA
CHANGE THE DATA
ANALYSE DATA
SCRATCH DATA
DISK DIRECTORY
RANK DATA
QUIT

STEP BY STEP GUIDE

I Type the number 1 and you will be asked to NAME THE

SYSTEM [1EINI ; ("KbATED sr> thai il < an be saved when il

,s completed. Let us call ihe EXPERT SYSTEM - "BOOKS"
snd then press RETURN.
The ADVISOR then requests you to CREATE

I ATTRIBUTES. Type the ATTRIBUTES shown below in the

square brackets, remembering lo press RETURN after



TRIVIA CHALLENGE
RESULTS
We can finally reveal the winner of the TRIVIA CHALLENGE

competition

CDU in conjunction with KEITH SUDDICK, the author

of TRIVIA CHALLENGE, is pleased to announce the

winner of nur competition is;

Mr Price obtained a score of 24,272 which was by far

the highest that we received in the CDU editorial

office!,.' Well done Mr. Price.

Because of Ihe delay in marking this competition,

consolation prizes of 25 blank CDU disks have been

sent lo the following people.

C.A.Culhbertson; Glasgow
A.A.Robertson; Lancaster

Y.Dirke; Hamburg
C.Reading; Bristol

P.K.Price; Brighton
W.Schmidt; Bremerhaven
D.R.Gower; Bristol

S.Parker; Buckingham
E.R.T.Williamson; Lowestoft

F.Ashworth; Colwynbay
D.D.Baker; Belfast

P.Butterworth; Rochdale
|.((.Chamberlain; New Zealand
W.Dancer; London
D.Edmondson; Kettering

5.Sugars; Australia

F.Hallawell; Hull

I.Klause; Amsterdam
T.E.Marshall; Hereford
S.Mitchell; Sheffield

P.Perkins; Welwyn Garden City

Y.Sous si; Oslo
K.Keighley; Humberside
N.E.White; Swansea
M.Newing; Bognor Regis

We would like to thank everyone for taking Ihe time and

trouble to enter this fun challenge. Look out for more
competitions in Ihe near future,

top: A happy Mr. Price hears the news,

middle: An even happier Mr. Price receiving

his prize,

bottom: An unhappy editor saying goodbye to

the office n



NOW IS THE TIIVI
TO CATCH UP ON ISSUES YOU HAVE MISSED

FROGS IN SPACE - Leap to safety

BLACKJACK - Don't loose your

shirt.

LORD OF DARKNESS - Defeat the

evil lord in true adventure style.

MARGO - Fly around and collect

jewels and fuel.

(ETRACE 2000 - Have you got

what it lakes to he best?

ULTIMATE FONT EDITOR -

Creale your own screens, layouts

and characters.

SELECTIVE COLOUR RESTORER -

Design vuur intn system start up

colours.

6510+UNASSEMBLER-
Transtorm 6510+ M/C into source

TRIVIA CHALLENGE The first of

s files lor this superb game.

VOL3No.4FEB'90
COLOUR PICTURE PRINT -

Download your favourite colour

BASE-ED2 - An update to our

popular database system.

1 ST MILLION - Play the market in

this strategy game.

FM-DOS - Enhance your drives

operating system.

GEOS FONTS - A further 4 fonts

fur Geos users.

HASHING IT- Relative file

programming made easy.

MULTI-SPRITE - Make toll use of

up to 24 sprites.

DIRECTORIES EXPLAINED - Find

your way round the directory

TRIVIA CHALLENGE - The 2nd

VOL 3 No.5 MAR '90

PLAGUE - Become your planets

Guardian and Defender.

SURROUND - Reversi on the Cf.4

GEOS FONTS - The last of 1

2

new Gcos fonts.

SCREEN SLIDE - Create your own
si ideshows.

(OYSTICK TESTER - Pul your

stick (si through the mill.

COLOUR MATCHER -

Mastermind tor the younger

SCREEN MANIPULATOR - Full

use of the screen now obtainable.

VIDEO RECORD PLANNER -

Keep tab on your home
recordings.

TRIVIA CHALLENGE - The 3rd

and final part of the game.

VOL 3 No.9|UL'90
QUICK MERGE 64/1 2H - Another

useful routine for your archives.

THE GAME PLAN An aid to

knowing whats where .

CHARACTER DESIGNER -

Another designer for those

without.

HASHBASE 12B - A powerful

database for CI 28 users.

REVASM64/128-Two
Liiiassinnhlers for non Speedy

Assembler owners.

SPEEDY UNASSEMBLER - An
unassemhler specific to Speedy

Assembler users.

BANKS AND MEMORY - An aid

to redefining screen and graphic

memory.

GRAPHICS FACTORY - A novel

way of getting in graphic design.

POT POURR1 - A selection of

useful routines for all users.

VOL 3 No.tO AUG '90

LIMBO 2 - The sequel to Limbo

SCREEN DESIGNER 128- Screen

designing made easy.

DATABASE78 A database full of

features.

LETTER MAKER - Tent Screens

made decidedly pleasing.

FUNCTIONS - Make full use of

those function keys.

GAMES LIST CREATOR - Keep

tabs on your games disks.

DUAL DiSKCOPY - At last an

intelligent disk copy program.

SEQUENCER64 - Musicians have

a field day.

SECURITY - Put all those broken

joysticks to good use.

SUPERBOOT! - Auto load your

programs.

VOL 3 No.11 SEP '90

BANKING 128- A simple way of

keeping your money straight.

DISK DRIVER V4 - A simple disk

utility.

AUTOBOOT 1 28 - CI 28 users

gel easy access to CDU programs.

READING BETWEEN THE LINES -

Build your own adventure parser.

I.D.O.S. - A comprehensive drive

utility.

PRICE CALCULATOR - Keep tabs

on inflation.

B.O.S.S. - Yet another alternative

to the standard Basic.

SCREEN DESIGNER/COMPILER
Impressive screen layouts for all.

LANDSCAPE ROUTINE -

Beginners guide to scrolling

backdrops.

SAMPLE KIT 64 More sampling

for all you musicians.



VOl 3 No.6 APR '90 VOL 3 No.7 MAY '90

BAR PROMPTS - M/C inpul NUDGE -FID explained in

routine. laymans terms.

HI-LITE BARS - Input routine but WINDOW WIPER - An alternative

in Basic. screen wipe system.

TEXAS DEMO - Sample of using CHARACTER EXTRACTOR -

Basil' in demos. Borrow those nice character sets

CHARS TO SPRITES - Convert you see.

"JOG's to sprites. MAZE GENERATOR - Create your

FONT FACTORY - own fun.

Complimentary program to the HIRES ANIMATOR - This difficult

above. subject made easier.

3D-TEXT MACHINE Impressive SPRITE DRIVER - Platform game

3D text screens the easy way. nVsis;ning without the fuss.

SCREEN ENHANCER - Makes full ROTOTRON - Demonstration of

use of the screen easy to achieve. Sprites and Sound.

SPREADSHEET 64 - An excellent. TEXT COMPRESSION - How lo

easy to use spreadsheet. squeeze a gallon into a pint.

MINI-AID - 3 short utilities lo aid SCREENS - Make up vour own help

the Basic programmer. screens and keep them in memory.

C128 COLLECTION - 3 very INTERRUPT POINTERS - Ceos
useful CI 28 programs. style windows and pointers for

you.

VOl 3 No.8|UN'90
AlEATORY MUSIC -An
alternative music system.

SPRITE BASIC - Efficient sprite

handling through Basic.

SPRITE GENERATOR - Another

-.prili 1 editor lor your library.

MUNCHER - Pa cman returns with

a vengeance.

ASTRODUS - Escape the

spaceship Aslrodus in this

adventure.

1 581 DIRECT ACCESS - Find your

way around the 1581 disk drive.

PERSONAL ORGANISER - Design

your own organiser pages.

128 CONVERTOR and MATHS
AID - 2 more for CI 28 users.

VOl 3 No.12OCT'90 VOl4No.1 NOV '90 VOl 4 No.2 DEC '90

ROIL'EM - An example of WAR AT SEA - CI 28 version of

Graphics Factory in use. battleships. ILS IGerman Program) - A C128

COLOUR MATCH - A short utility FULL DISK IACKET - Keep track language tutorial.

for C1 28 users. of your disks.

SPREAD-ED - The 3rd in the 'ED' NEAGOX - Blast everything that SCREEN DESIGN CORRECTION -

An update to this excellent utility.

RASTER EDITOR - Put those NUMDEF - A basic game to test

raster lessons to good use. the reflexes. BETTER BACKUPS - Help for ARC
ADDRESS BOOK - An unusual MEMORY SCANNER - Look

address base. through memory the easy way.

SUPERSORT64/128 - Sorts have MONEY 64 - Budget planning for MACHINE CODE GEMS - A suite

never been easier. the 90's. of MC routines to aid you.

SPRITE EDITOR C1 28 - Another XINOUT - An alternative input

utility for 128 users. routine. COLOUR TABIE EDITOR - Get

GRAPH-FD - The last in the 'ED' CALENDAR CI 2B- No more
buying of calendars.

those raster bars right.

BACKGAMMON - The popular GOMOKU - An interesting MULTITASKING C1 28- An
board game gets an airing. variation of 'GO'.

SMOOTH SCROLL DEMO -

Create your own scrolls.

implementation for Ihe CI 28.



ON THE DISK

CHEQUE BOOK ORGANISER
Take care of the pennies, the pounds take care of themselves PETER WEICHILL

Cheque Book Organiser (CBO for short) is a program

which will help you to check your bank statement at the

end of each month. It can also help you to keep Iratk of

how much money you have left in your account, and is

useful where von opiT.itc ,111 inli-rr-l lustring current

account with your bank. They pay you interest if you

have money in the account hut charge the earth if you

are overdrawn. CBO helps you avoid these charges.

CBO is simple to use and easy to understand.

enters the backslash between day/monih/year).

CBO will show you what you have entered and will as

il correct. It NO you will have 10 input the information

again. When you have input all your PAY INS press

return tor amount.

2. ENTER PAY OUTS

Same as PAY INS except also asks for a narrative to

record Cheque No and/or payee if you so
'

re. (Narrative up to 1 9 characters).

3. ENTER STANDING
ORDERS

(You must set up Standing Orders first

using option 7).

Asks "ARE YOU SURE". U returns you to

the menu, T asks for date. After date

input, you are then asked it date is correct.

N' will ask you to re-enter the date. T
posts ALL Standing Orders to bank

records and returns to menu.

ABOUT CBO

When CBO is run lor the first time, it wi

search tor "CHEQUE DATA" and when
not found, it will ask you to set up the

balance (as shown on your last

statement). Balance field size is upto

#99999.99. It also asks you if the balance £2 TE
is CREDIT or DEBIT. To check, it asks

you if this is okay, it NO then it repeats

the two questions, if YES it goes to the

main menu and gives you 9 options.

1. ENTER PAY INS

This option allows you to record any

transaction where you have deposited

money. You enter the amount and press

You then enter the date (CBO automatically
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4. CHECK STATEMENT

This lists lasl statement balance and cheques/ receipt
(All transactions should have been entered using

options 1 -3 before you use this option).

The program allows you to check off those

payments/receipts which appear on the statement.

Remember to enter any interest as a Pay In before

using option 4.

If you check them off in the order that they appear on
the Bank Statement, they will be printed out after you
press return (if desired) in the same order as the

You use the space bar to select (or deselect) the items

and return when all items have been checked and the

balance agrees.

The screen will ask "Are you sure?", and "Do you
require a printed statement?" II will also tell you how
many items are left to be processed by the bank.

5. VIEW PAY INS/OUTS LEFT

This option allows you to view what
cheques have been entered and/or were
outstanding since your last Bank
Statement. It also shows you the amount
of money you have to cover any cheques
you wish to write. Press "P" for a print out.

6. EDIT PAY INS/OUTS
AND BALANCE

This shows the last Statement balance
and allows you to alter any entries

previously made which were incorrect.

Move Ihe cursor to the required line and

You will then be given a choice of

DELETE. EDIT or QUIT (return to option

6). Edit offers you Ihe choice of editing

DATA DESCRIPTION, AMOUNT.

7. EDIT STANDING ORDERS
There is provision for 10 MONTHLY Standing Orders.

When you action option 3, ALL the Standing Orders are

entered as due for payment.
If any of them are not required, they can be either

removed prior to using option 3. or Edited using option

6 "A" allows you to enter a Standing Order. It asks for

amount and description (up to 16 characters), and
automatically adds prefix SO to the description. If you
do not use Standing Orders, bul prefer Direct Debits,

then alter line 2 in the program by removing the word
REM from it, leaving the remainder of the line intact,

and then resave the program using program name
"CHEQUE BOOK 2". The program will then operate as
for Standing Orders, but all references will be to Direct

Debits (DD) and not Standing Orders (SO). Edits to

isting data follow similar routines to that

outlined in option 6. Option to print out

hardcopy of Standing Orders or Direct

Debits is available.

8. SAVE FILE AND END

This option asks for confirmation prior to

actioning the save routine. Any changes
made using the options above require you

to use option 8 to save your

ammendmenls.

option 8 except that it does not

overwrite the original data disk. That is to

this option if data is only to be viewed and not



ON THE DISK- PROGRAMMING
CONTINUED FROM PACE 31.

appear cryptic !<'> ihe uninitiated, iis function i an usually

bciluplualed more simply by:

BOOT"PLAYPATCH.12B" :REM if required

programs intended rur widespread diMribution, as il will

not work corrfctlv Irani some disk drives when used by

some C128s. LIST "C128 TUNE-UP" for examples or

code intended In work will: .ill drive- on all ("oivminiiorr

128s. (If you want to experiment with "CI IB TUNE-UP".
you will need to set DEV=8 in line 30 before it will RUN
from memory).

EARS TELL ALL

If you hear Ihe same nole repealed, vour Lrimnvidnre

128 has at least the BASIC LOW Replacment ROM and
will have no further use lor this program. If you hear two

different notes, you should i;et belter ,ir i|ii,iiuled with

PLAYPATCH 128 as you will probably be needing it.

'PLAY OFF' is a special instruction to disable the patch.

Its effect is the same as SYS5251 , but is more convenient

Having installed PLAYPATCH. 1 JH, why would anyone

want to disable It? One reason is to relinquish the

memory it uses in ordei hi make wav for oilier programs.

If you (or a program! use some of the patch's memory
when it is still active, you risk crashing trie computer.

WHERE ITS AT

When active, PLAYPATCH. 1 28 occupies $1 360-S1 7:!FJ

and $03E4-$03EF in Bank 15, where "$" denotes
hexadecimal, BASIC programs do not normally use this

memory, but mar hme l.iii,;u,i.',e -M\ |in.'i;r.ims favour it.

The patch can be restarted by SYS4'J60' without
reloading, provided the segment at J1360-S14C4
remains undisturbed in memory. So. il you ,ire likely In

use any of the above-quoted iiM'inor\ leu .11 ions lor other

ML programs, don't forget to 'PLAY OFF' first or yon

may later be forced to reset your computer. iRtll STOP
Restore will not fix it). Don't worry if 'PLAY OFF'
sometimes causes a Syntax Error lor no apparent reason.

This merely indicates that PLAYPATCH, 1 28 was not

enabled at the lime. I Perhaps voir previously disabled in.

"C128 TUNE-UP" contains an example of 'PLAY OFF'
which won't break a BASIC program if the patch is not

in use. If you can't remember - and can't tell by ear -

whether you last switched your PLAY patch 'ON' or

'OFF', there is no harm using SYS4960 more than once
to ensure your must' .nets plaverl correctly.

With PLAYPATCH. 128 installed, your Commodore 128
now has the ability to harmonize with other fixed-

tuned instruments of standard pitch. Although

this is not always important, some pieces just don'l

sound right unless played in their familiar key.

BASICS of BASIC
s of Basic tutorials designed to make the

beginner an expert

JOHN SIMPSON

It seems, from the many letters and telephone calls we
receive at the offices of CDU, and also from an early

prognosis of iiur recent readers survey, that there are

many of our readers who are not initiated into the

practise and noble art of computer programming, but

who would very much like lo be.

As one of Ihe aims of this magazine is to help increase

peoples knowledge and awareness of computers from a

deeper viewpoint rather than simply playing games, or

imiii; liu-ini-" mient.ited ,<ppli< alien-, ive ban decided

to initiate an in-depth series of lulori.iK dealing with the

subject, Ihe language of BASIC.

WHATS COMING UP

Within each issue we will set out lessons, both in text

and with "on the disk" examples, for the CDU Student to

peruse, study, practice and digest. The lessons will

commence from the viewpoint of the CDU Student

having no language or computing knowledge or skill

whatsoever, and will gently, yet thoroughly, progress

through to a point whereby the CDU Student will, with

conviction and certainty, be in the enviable position of

having the ability to create programs lor the computer to

undertake many, many tasks.

programming techniques Irom NUMBERS and
VARIABLES, LOGICAL OPERATIONS. DATA
CONVERSIONS, INPUT AND OUTPUT, BASIC
KEYWORDS, GRAPHICS including SPRITE
MANIPULATION as well as colourful SCREEN DESIGN
and creation - SOUND EFFECTS AND MUSIC, through

to glimpses into the hardware of the C64.

Once the CDU Student has completed the course then

the he or she will have a fine and detailed

understanding of the workings of the machine and will

be ready to move on to even more complex aspects of

computing, such as languages like C (the "in" language

ol computing), or machine code (the actual language of

all computer).

I WOUID LIKE TO REMIND OUR READERS AND
POTENTIAL CDU STUDENTS THAT THIS COURSE
WILL COMMENCE FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF "NO
KNOWLEDGE", AND SO, THEREFORE, IN NO WAY
DO Wh WISH TO OFFEND YOUR INTELLIGENCE. SO,

IF YOU HAVE A BEGINNER'S GRASP OF BASIC THEN
POSSIBLY THE EARLY STAGES OF THE COURSE MAY
Al'l'b \l( SIMPLE TO YOU, BEAR WITH ME AND THOSE



-PROGRAMMING

THE ORIGINS OF BASIC

The word BASIC is an acronym lor beginner's all-

purpose symbolic instruction code'. A programming
language which was developed in ihe mid-1960s.
Basic, as originally conceived, was a very simple
language thai could be learned very quickly. II was this

simplicity of Basic which made it a natural choice as a
programming language for the early microcomputers,

and from there it rapidly became an established
language.

Since then it has become somewhat more complex with

many more instructions, and yet it still manages to

refain the elements of simplicity. This is encouraged by
the [act that the language itsell is conveniently close to

English which does help to make it reasonably easy to

understand and to follow. As an example of this here

are a few lines of coded computer instructions in three

different languages, each of which accomplishes the

same end result:

1. BASIC

10LETX = 1

20IFX = 10THENEND
30 PRINT X

40 X = X + 1

50 GOTO 20

LINE 1 Here we have set X equal to 1

LINE 20 In this line we test if X equals 10. If it does
then the program terminates, otherwise it will continue

to line 30
LINE 30 This line will print onto the screen Ihe current

value of X
LINE 40 On this line the value of X is incremented by 1

LINE 50 And this line redirects Ihe program back to

Line 20 to test it X has reached the value of 10, and so

2. MACHINE CODE

10 LDA#1
20 TOP CMP #10
30 BEQ SKIP
411 JSR $FFD2
hit CLC
m ADC#1
/o JMPTOP
80 SKIP RTS

straightforward and not too difficult to lollow. The
Machine Code example is a mystery to the uninitiated.

and the C language example will certainly require a lot

more explanation.

However, as I said earlier, once we have reached the

end of the course, which starts in earnest next issue,

then the magic of machine code and the completeness

of C will be a much more easily achieved goal, and we
aren't talking football!

PREPARING A DISK FOR THE
SERIES

The lirst item you will require tor this course is a newly

formatted disk ready to save examples, and "test''

programs. To do this take either a new disk, or an old

one (the programs upon which you no longer require),

and place it into your disk drive. Next type the

following, exactly as is printed here:

OPEN 15,8,15

PRINT#15,"N():liASIC PROGRAMSJU"

And again press RETURN, The disk drive's red light

will now come on and you will hear activity within the

drive. After about two minutes the red drive light will

blink off. Your disk is now formatted and ready for use.

However, you will now need to reset the computer back

to it's original situation, so now type:

CLOSE 15,8,15

And then press the RETURN key.

ENTERING COMMANDS
There are many keywords (71 to be precise), which the

computer will recognise as commands to instruct it to

do something. Let us examine one in particular. This is

the word PRINT. When the computer comes across this

word it knows that any statemenl following PRINT must

be output fo the screen (it could be to a printer, but I will

be dealing with that later in the series).

If you formatted a disk, as outlined earlier, then you
would have already used three Command Words (or

keywords), namely, OPEN, PRINT#. and CLOSE.
However, the important point is that after typing in the

keyword, followed by Ihe statement (such as 15,8,15),

you pressed the RETURN key. This key is used to tell

the computer to ENTER the statement you have just

typed into its memory (this is why sometimes you may
come across the word ENTER instead of RETURN). It

really is important, however, to remember to always

press RETURN at the end of each line.

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH.
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Euery program white

years in the betting industry. Programs that utilise the trii

trusted methods of the professional, not pie in the sky th

that fail to pass the test of time.

FOOTBALL BOXFORM Written by a t

Trie program ha

RACING BOXFORM Course characteristics (built in to We program)

as well as the form of the horses are considered to specialy produce an

order of merit for each race. Designed for flexibility allowing users to

amend the program if they wish. Price still includes the highly

acclaimed HANDICAP WINNER -more than 1000 winners everyyear-

ouer 25% of them at 5/1 or better. Prices ( Tape ) £1 5.95 each. £25.95

any two. £35.95 all three. For discs please add £2. per program. Order

two or more and recieve FREE a program to work out almost any bet.

So good its used by the bookies,

Advertised for Six years in the sporitng and computing press.

BOXoft CLEVER.. GET THE BEST

|^j^

(Xlphavite

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
YC Magazine is ooking for a young, enthusiastic

games fanatic to become a YOP Editorial Assistant.

The ideal applicant should have basic writing

skills, would enjoy being wacky at shows, and
must, above all else, enjoy playing computer
games.

If you feel you could belter the country's top

C64 title, apply in writing to Ftik Henderson - The
Editor.

CLASSIFIED SALES EXECUTIVE
\n excellent oppo'ti.n :v has arisen for a classified

;ales executive with at least 6 months experience

:o handle classified sales across 3 Commodore
il -c-T: and 2 health magazines.

The position, based in Milton Keynes, offers an

illi i
-:";

:ommission package.

Please apply in writing to The Advertisement

BIT MY ACCESS/VISA CARD NO:

s. made payable to Alphavlte F

ii ~m
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SUPER
SNAPSHOT v5

. it may have taken a few y*ars of hard work ai

ve powerful versions, each one breaking new

ground, but Siper Snapshot has become the be

: cartridge inthe world. The list below details th

iin features of Super Snapshot v5l if you need

- little more persuasion look backtoCDU issue 19
"

"« impressed.

I a look at the red box you've got plugged

in. and if our specifications knocKit fo

I don'townacartridgethendon [just sitthe-e bll)

: Super Snapshot v5 today!

FEATURES:
Ml features available at the press of a button

Works with all 64 (cj and OB (D) computers

Compatible with 1700. 1764 1750 REU'S

: p-Snapany memory resident program into 1 file

Save 7 faster and load I5> faster on the 15*1.

1571 & ISai. Speeds of up to 35- faster when

using Turbo 35 - even faster than Replay

»> Super DOS Wedge

GAME WASTER menu with sprite killer

nfinitive lives generator and joystick port

swapper

> Programmable function Kevs

Sprite Monitor

Exclusive Character Set Monitor

* Exclusive Sound Sample Monitor

- Exclusive Boot sector suo port

k-JM 1300 2400 Terminal program

(40-30 column]

SUPER DISK SNAPSHOT - Our new Super

nibbler

• SCREEN-COPY now loads or saves in more

formatsanddumpsinCOLOURtoS.AlUCfLX

printers and in 16 grey scales

ImprovedfuilfeaturedMLmonitor that DOES

NOT CORRUPT MEMORY. Interrupt, examine

and resume any running program

3 k> Drive Mon

BASIC PLUS with IS new BASIC commands

FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM -scratch,

atch, rename or adjust skew, nc udes

.t : ;:.; ; ;:;; :r p.r I
::

support for the 158

1

Fast disk copier, 1 or 3 drives

OUR FILE COPIER. DISK COPIERS and

NIBBLER MAHFUU USE OF THE REU'S

Sequential''^ reader

: > Plus ISO- Kracker Ja* parameters

ONLY £34.95

f/s/s/I
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

.-SOS._ ,„,es include VAT 5 U..„

- - " delivery. Overseas orders

i send advertised price plus E2.50 for Airmail.

b Please send cheque. Postal Order or Credit Car
:

details VISA ACCESS order? accepted by 'phone

Masons Ryde,
: Defford Road.
: Pershore, Worcs.
" WRIO 1AZ.
Tel: <0386) 553153
Technical Support
Tel: (0386) 553222

ANIMATION
STATION
Unleash your creativity with Animal- Stat on a

powerful utility for generating all kinds of

graphics on your Commodore 64 or 128. Built-in.

predrawn pictures give you a head start on your

creations. Automatic generation of circles, ovals,

squares, boxes, straight lines, typography and

other geometric shapes givesyouall the toolsota

sell-contained, electronic draltingroom. Combine

type and graphics on the screen, draw in many-

colours, even connect your .'(P. to ceate : tie;

and graphics for your home movies. Screen dump

lc iij.i printer. Koala Compatible. Package

includes design touch pad. pencil and graphics

software. Ideal for GEOS users.

ONLY £59.95

CARTRIDGE
PORT EXTENDER
CABLE
Are you cramped for space behind your computer?

Is it Mrd to reai - io.r cartridge port to plug-in or

swap cartridges'Thishandy cable is the solution.

The Cartridge Port Extender Cable connects to

thecartridgecorlinthebackofthe computer and

lets vou plug in your cartridge to its other end.

Since the cable is flexible, you can locate the

cartridge up to 11" away for easier access. No! for

REU's.

ONLY £19.95

VIDEO BYTE 3
Digitize video images from your VCR. laser disk.

B W or colour camera, off the air or cableTV. New

version J.Q software features full re-display with

multi-capture mode, menu select printing,

expanded colouring features, save to disk and

much more. The hardware is no larger than an

average cartridge which plugs intothe User Port.

The menu driven capture software is easy to use

and pictures stored to disk can be imported into

— most popular drawing packages including CEOS.

Prints ir full colouc to the Star LC10 when used

withSuperSnapshot.

ONLY £79.95

HOME VIDEO
PRODUCER 64
Nothing can make home videos so special. Add

ttles. text, aid even brilliant graphics In your

favourite home videos with ease and the help of

the Home Video Producer. You have the choice of

10 typefaces. T5 large full-colour graphics and

ready made segments, but the most appealing

aspect of the Home Video Producer is the ease

ONLY £29.95

C64 SLIMLINE
UPGRADE CASE

ONLY £12.95

~
GEOS
APPLICATIONS
GEOSCAN ART
This spetial type of CEOS arc has been treated

us nsthe HjntySianneihh. Pi cturesare scanned

at s-OG dpi from magazines, bonks and papers to

rhthr'e'ihtn.rsC.staitr LhtiCrl Strtit-hd

The British Cnunhyside and is packed full with

Eagles. Owls and Butterflies.

ONLY £6.95
GEODIRECTORY
A comprehensive book listing all available CEOS

programs. Details lor each program is given

including version numbers. The jeoWrectory, s

divided i-tcser.irsnvir ng Paint..Vr te Snell

File. Calc. Chart. Terminal. Graphic, Music,

ONLY £6.9 5
GEOTRONIX
A professional PCB designer utilizing the CEOS

env'ronment. Five double sided disks supply

geoPuhlish with pre-designed components.

sockets, edge connectors and layout grids in

Phctc Sc'iijs csiitgthe Photo Manager and

geoPublish the circuit is designed and printed.

ONLY £39.95
GEOS64V2.0 £29.95
GEOCALC 64
GEOFILE 64 £24.
GEOPROGRAMMER £29.
DeskPack Plus £19,
GEOCHART £19.
GEOS 128 V2.0 £39.
GEOCALC 128 £29
GEOFILE 128 £29.
GEOPUBLISH £29.



VIDEO
COLOUR
SPLITTER £69.95

Inc Vat

VlCll" Vj b is an electronic fi


